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ABSTRACT
A program to be used In tht Instruction of chemical engin­
eering students is described. Tbo program, which simulates the 
temperature control of a continuous stirred tank reactor, is 
written in compiled BASIC for IBM-compatable microcomputers. 
Students can use the program to explore the principles of process 
control and learn to design and write programs by modifying it.
OVERVIEW
The field of chemical engineering education has recently
started to realize the potential benefits of the use of computers
to supplement classroom and laboratory experience. Most of the 
*»
work in this area has focused on systems which require access to a 
mainf rime computer and place the student in the role of enduser - 
using the computer to solve problems which would otherwise be too 
tedious or time consuming to work. This paper describes a program 
written in compiled BASIC for IBM-compatible microcomputers which 
can serve as a foundation for routines, modules, or even revised 
versions written by the student. The program simulates the 
temperature control of a continous stirred tank reactor.
Some of the most important features of the program have 
nothing to do with the code itself. It was written for IBM-com­
patible microcomputers so that any department could provide an 
environment in which to run it. In fact, it is currently possible 
to purchase a computer for 91000 which will run this program. IBM 
has established the most widely accepted standard for mlcrocomput- 
ers, so It is likely that most departments will already have one.
2Since the program is written in compiled BASIC, the end# it readily 
understood and yet r u m  at a apatd comparable to FORTRAN. The IBM 
Graphics Development Toolkit it used to provide powerful graphics 
functions in a progrearner - friend Iy format.
Many steps were taken in the design and coding of the program 
to facilitate maintenance and modification. The program is menu 
driven and modular in form. In order to add a new capability one 
need merely insert the call to the new code into the appropriate 
menu routine. Should a future programmer wish to implement a new 
control strategy, he would only have to write functions for new 
control techniques. The existing techniques can be used in any 
routine by calling the appropriate function. Abbreviation of 
variable names was avoided to the extent possible. In the listing 
itself (included in the appendix), the global variables are defined 
first, then the functions are listed alphabetically, and then the 
subroutines are listed alphabetically.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The model Itself is quite simple as the goal was to provide a 
foundation, not a comprehensive system, for process control simula­
tion. The model is based on that of a senior project done by Steve 
Tracy and JimWilbrot in Spring 1SS6. All heat added by the con­
troller is assumed to be added instantaneously. The measuring 
element is assumed to contribute negligible dynamic lag. The 
reactor is a cylinder which is well insulated on top and bottom. 
Heat transfer occurs as a result of the fluid moving through the 
system, heat passing through the walls of the reactor, and heat
3added by tbt automat i c controlltr. Tht equation for the not rift 
of boot flow It thou
NET.HEAT.RATE ■ FLOWRATE * DENSITY * H E A T .Ca PACITY * (TEMP - INLET.TEMP)
♦




AREA : 2 * PI * RAOIUS * HEIGHT
Tho temperature of tho rooctor fluid it colculatod with tho 
clotticti fourth-order Runge-Kutta method:
TEMP = LAST.TEMP ♦ CKO ♦ 2 * C K 1 ♦ K2) ♦ K3) / 6
Whoro
KO = TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS * TEMP.DERI VAT IVE(LAST.TEMP)
K 1 = TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS * TEMP.DERI VAT IVE(LAST.TEMP ♦ KO / 2)
K2 = TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS * TEMP.DERI VAT IVE(LAST.TEMP ♦ K1 / 2)
K3 = TIM BETWEEN.READINGS * TEMP.DERI VAT IVE(LAST.TEMP ♦ K3)
Note that tho derivative of tho tomporoturo it tololy a function of 
tomporoturo and therefore no timo valuo is t u p # M o d  to the doriv­
ativo func t i on .
RUNNING THE PROGRAM
In or dor to run tho program tho utor mutt load at toast two 
device drivers from tho Graphics Development Toolkit. On# driver 
should correspond to tho particular display being used while tho 
other driver will bo VDl.SYSt which is used as an interface for all 
other drivers. Other drivers will bo needed if one wishes to prod­
uce output on other devices such as a plotter or printer. To load 
a driver one must create a file named CONFIG.SYS in the root dir­
ectory of the dish drive from which the machine is booted. This
4fill specifies the device drivers to fee used n  till n  other sys­
tem perimeters. For example, if one were using a four color graph­
ics display end a six pen plotter. the following commands would fee 
required in the CONFIG.SYS file:
dev i ce = vdidy004.sys 
device = vdipIsix.sys 
dev i ce^vd i.sys
Note that VDI.SY9 should be the last device driver listed. Path 
names may fee used in referencing the device drivers.
Once the machine has been booted with the correct CONFIG.SYS 
file, the program may be run by typing its name. If nothing ap­
pears on the display after approximately thirty seconds then it is 
likely that the system has been configured incorrectly enu the 
CONFIG.SYS file should be checked for errors.
USING THS PROGRAM
Once the name of the program has been entered, the main menu 
will fee displayed. This menu lists six options. As with all menus 
in this program, one need merely press the key associated with the 
desired option. All choices are insensitive to case - one may 
enter either upper or lower case letters or any combination of the
two. The selection will fee acted upon without pressing the 
carriage return or enter key. The introduction option describes 
the system feeing modeled and briefly reviews the principles of 
p r opo rtlonal-intsgral-derivative control. The vlew/change para-
m«tiri option a I tews one to note the current values of ell vert- 
•hies end modify them if desired. The chemical reaction option is 
not yet implemented The process reaction curve option simulates 
the response of the system to user specified inputs. The simulation 
option aimulates the temperature control of the system. The last 
option allows one to terminate the program.
The introduction option is self explanatory. When one is 
through viewing a particular slide, pressing any hey will cause the 
nex t to be d i sp I eyed
The view/change parameters menu gives the user ten different 
choices. Since this m<snu may be accessed via several other routes, 
the last option returns the user to the previous menu rather than 
one menu in particular. The variables are divided up into four 
groups. The physical parameters determine the physical properties 
of the system. The data collection variables determine the length 
of the run and the frequency with which the modeling equations are 
evaluated. The reaction curve parameters specify the inputs used 
for the process reaction curve simulation. The control parameters 
•re used to control the temperature of the reactor in the control 
simulation.
When one of the first four choices is selected, a menu appears 
listing all of the variables in the chosen group and their current 
values. To change a parameter's value, one must press the corres­
ponding key and then press ”yn in response to the confirmation. 
One must then enter the new value followed by carriage return or 
enter. The menu will reappear with the modified value in place.
The create data set routines help the user create a data set 
which models a realistic situation. In particular, it is import-
- 5 -
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ant that the system be at steady state before any disturbance is 
introduced. These routines guarantee that this will be the case, 
and present the variables one at a time for inspection and/or mod- 
ification. The servo data set simulates a step change in set point 
while the regulator data set simulates a disturbance in the proper­
ties of the fluid in the tank. In the latter routine, the steady 
state values are used to compute the steady state temperature and 
the final values are used to simulate the system after the disturb­
ance. The save data set option saves the current values of the 
variables in a file specified by the user. The load data set op­
tion replaces the current variables with the values in the user 
specified file.
The process reaction curve simulation provides the user with a 
wide variety of inputs with which to investigate the properties of 
the system. They include step change, ramp, and sinusoidal inputs. 
The impulse reaction curve is not yet implemented correctly.
The simulation routines simulate the control of the system in 
response to the disturbance modeled by the data set. The control 
strategies currently available are manual, proportional, propor­
tional-integral, and proportionaI- integraI-derivative. To increase 
the output of the heater under the manual control strategy the Hu M 
hey is pressed. The Hd ” key decreases the heater output. The site 
of the heater increments is specified by a control parmeter called 
the manual constant. The automatic control strategies may be 
adjusted by changing the values of the gain, reset rate, and 
derivative constant.
3 1
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PROGRAMMING CONVENTIONS
One of Hit most important goals of this project was to product 
code which could be understood as easily as possible. Therefore 
alt variable names are fully descriptive with minimal abbreviation. 
The abbreviations used most often are:
Temp for Temperature
PRC for Process Reaction Curve
Min for Mini mum
Max for Maximum
Variables referred to in the Graphics Development Toolkit are given 
the same or similar names to facilitate cross referencing. It 
should be noted that variable names may contain up to forty char­
ge ter • .
All assignment statements begin with the word "LET". While 
this word is optional, it clearly indicates the purpose of the 
statement.
GLOBAL CON8TANT8
At the beginning of the program a few global constants are 
declared in order to improve readability. Their values are assign­
ed in the routine INITIALIZE. NO, YE8, and PI are self explana­
tory. A X E S • TEMP.CURVE, and HEAT.CURVE are used to index into 
arrays used by the graphing routines.
17
GLOBAL VARIABLES
In order to keep the routine calls manageable and readable, it 
was decided to make all of the variables which describe the model 
global. For the most part, the variable names provide sufficient 
indication of the variables' function. The graphics variables are 
exceptions. Any variable ending in .1 OH is a device identification 
number which is returned by the function which opens the device. 
This number must be used when sending a graphics command to a de­
vice Variables ending in .OUTH are arrays returned by the func­
tion which opens the associated device. These arrays contain in­
formation about the device which is documented in the Graphics De­
velopment Toolkit (GOT) manual. The WORK INH array is used in the 
function call which opens a workstation to specify the device to be 
used and the initial values of various parameters. This array is 
used to open all devices since its values are nevar used after the 
device has been opened. The XYH array is used to send data points 
to a plotting device. The array is used because the GOT routines 
can only accept data from a statically dimensioned array while the 
simulation stores data in dynamically allocated arrays. The graph­
ics routines transfer the data to this array before sending it 
over.
The remaining graphics variables are used to format tht> graph­
ical output. The COLORSH array stores the color in which each type 
of line is to be drawn. It is indexed by AXES, TEMP.CURVE, and 
HEAT.CURVE. The MIN and MAX arrays contain the minimum and maximum 
values of the temperature and the heating rate. /.FACTOR, XMINH,
18
XMAXH, YMINHr YMAX%, and X FACTOR, are used to scale the data to 
the logical dimensions of the device. Y.FACTOR contains two values 
as two quantities simultaneously plotted on the vertical axis.
FUNCTIONS
DERIVATIVE CONTROL
This function calculates the contribution of derivative con­
trol to the overall heat rate correction. Note that this quantity 
is subtracted from the heat rate correction so that it serves to 
damp out oscillations and not augmei them.
HEAT LOSS RATE
This function calculates the rate at which heat is lost due to 
mass and heat transfer
IMPULSE HEAT RATE
This function calculates the derivative of the process 
reaction curve at the given temperature for an I ns tan t anoons hi<at 
increase. It is not yet satisfactorily simulating the effect of a 
unit impulse. The magnitude of the impulse is specified by the 
variable PRC.IMPULSE. It may be necessary to continue the impulse 
over a few readings to create the desired effect.
INTEGRAL CONTROL
This function calculates the contribution of integral control 
to the overall heat correction. Note that SUM is a global variable 
which stores the total area between the temperature curve and the
19
set point. This is equivalent to the sum of the error over time. 
MANUAL CONTROL
This function calculates the contribution of manual control to 
the overall heat correction
NET HEAT RATE
This function calculates the net heat rate of the system. 
PROPORTIONAL CONTROL
This function calculates the contribution of proportional 
control to the overall heat correction
RAMP HEAT RATE
This function calculates the derivative of the process 
reaction curve at the given temperature for a ramp change in heat
rate. The rate at which the heat rate Increases Is determined by
the value of PRC.RAMP.
SINUSOIOAL HEAT RATE
This function calculates the derivative of the process
reaction curve at the given temperature for a sinusoidal change in 
heat rate. The amplitude of the sine function is determined by the 
PRC.SINUSOIOAL.CHANGE.
STEP CHANGE HEAT RATE
This function calculates the derivative of the process
reaction curve at the given temperature for a step change in heat
2 0
rat#. The magnitude of the step change is determined by the vari~ 
able PRC.STEP.CHANGE.
TEMP DERIVATIVE
This function calculates the derivative of the temperature 
function.
UPPERS
This function insures that the argument is upper case.
ROUTINES
MAIN
This routine calls INITIALIZE and displays the main menu.
CHANGE PARAMETER
This routine allows the user to interactively modify a 
parameter.
CLEAR DISPLAY
This routine clears the display.
CLOSE DEVICE
This routine closes the device specified by the given device 
handle
CREATE REGULATOR DATA SET
This routine helps the user set up data set which will
21
simulate a regulator problem. It guarantees that the system I• 
initially at steady state. The routine CHANGE.PARAMETER is eat tad 
to recieve input from the user. The steady state variables a r e  
used to calculate the steady state temperature and the final vari­
ables are used to simulate the disturbance. Note that the user is 
not allowed to determine the set point. The set point is assigned 
the value of the steady state temperature.
CREATE SERVO DATA SET
This routine helps the user set up data set which will 
simulate a servo problem It guarantees that the system is 
initially at steady state. It is assumed that the set point before
the step change is equal to the steady state temperature. The set
point input by the user is the new set point which causes the dis~ 
t ur bance .
DATA OUTPUT
This routine saves the data from the most recent run. This 
includes the v lues of all parameters.
DRAW GRAPH
This routine draws the axes and graphs the points up through 
the given value of READING. It is called after the first reading 
to draw the initial graph and then called again to redraw the graph 
when one of its limits has been exceeded, i.e., the plot would go 
o f f t he page.
IMPULSE REACTION
2 2
This routine generates a process reaction curve for an impulse 
change so that the correct control variables may be determined. It 
is not yet creating the desired response.
INITIALIZE
This routine sets the values of the constants used in the 
simulation and assigns default values to the variables.
INITIALIZE DISPLAY
This routine opens the display for output and calculates the 
values of variables used by other routines to plot data on the 
display
INITIALIZE GLOBAL ARRAYS
This routine sets the value of each element in each dynam­
ically allocated global array to zero. The prevents the use of old 
values in a routine and facilitates error detection.
INITIALIZE GLOBAL PARAMETERS
This routine sets the initial values of the global parameters. 
It is called when the program is initialized and when the user 
resets all pat ame t e r a .
INPUT TEXT




This routine displays the file INTRO.OOC to the user in order 
to introduce the user to the basics of process control.
LOAD DATA SET
Th>s i u u t i n t; sets the global parameters to the values
specified by the data f*le. The data file is specified by the user
. n t h • s ; o u t i it e
PAUSE
T111  ^ routine waits for the user to strike a key in response. 
The character entered is then returned to the calling routine. 
This character is forced to upper case if it is a tetter of the
a I p h a b e t
PLOT RESULTS
This routine plots the current temperature and heat data on • 
plotter Cut rently. »ts performance >$ unpredictable. The routina 
i * u n i t e  s i m i l a r  to the plotting section of the routine D R A W . Q R A P H .
PLOT
This routine plots the point specified by the value of READING 
by drawing <t tine from the previous point to the current point. If 
t h * *> s the first reading, the graph is drawn and the routine
exits if the point is off the graph, the graph is redrawn and tha 
ioutirip exits When t h e graph does not need to be drawn, a line is 
drawn from the previous point to the given point. This routine
2 4
draws both the temperature and heat rate curves. As with any 
graphics intensive routine, subtle errors can be easily introduced 
here - particularly overflow errors since so many variables must be 
integers One should not attempt to modify this routine without a 
thoruugh understanding of this program and the Graphics Development 
Toolkit,
POLL
This routine polls the input device and returns a pending 
character. It does not wait for a character to be entered.
PRINT TEXT
Th is routine prints out the given s t r i ng as graphic text at
the g iven relative coordinates These coord i na tea are the
percentage of the area available for output.
PROCESS REACTION CURVE
This routine calls the routines which generate a process 
reaction curve for e given input so that the charecteristica of the 
system may be I fives 11 gated .
RAMP REACTION
This routine generates a process reaction curve for a given 




This routine aimulataa manual tamparatura control ot a C8TR.
RUN P S I M U L A T I O N
This routine simulates proportional temperature control of a
C STR.
RUN PI SIMULATION
This routine simulates propor t ional-integral temperature con­
trol of a C ST R.
RUN PIO SIMULATION
This routine simulates proportione I- integra I-derivative temp­
erature control of a CSTR.
SAVE DATA SET
This routine saves the current values of the global param­
eters. The file into which they are saved is specified by the user 
in this routine.
8INU80I0AL REACTION
This routine generates a process reaction curve for a sinusoidal 
input so that the characteristics of the system may be invest­
igated .
STEP CHANGE REACTION
This routine generates a process reaction curve for a given 
step change so that the correct control variables may be
de t ermi ned.
SET D I S P L A Y  COLOR
This routine sets the color of the line to be drawn.
SET Y FACTOR
This routine sets the y factor and the minimum and maximum 
values of the given curve. The y factor is used to scale 
vertically plotted data to device specific coordinate systems.
SIMULATION
This routine calls the routines which simulate the performance 
of a CSTR under different control strategies.
V IEW/CHANGE CONTROL PARAMETERS
This routine enables the user to view and change the control 
parameters of the model.
V IEW/CHANGE DATA PARAMETERS
This routine enables the user to view and changa the i|l| 
collection parameters of the model.
VIEW/CHAN«fe PARAMETERS
This routine calls the specific parameter change routine 
chosen by the user. It also provides access to the da t a set 
manipulation routines
V IEW/CHANGE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
This routine enables the user to view and change the physical 
parameters of the model.
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V IEW/CHANGE PRC PARAMETERS
This routine enables the user to view and change the process 
reaction curve parameters of the model.
V IEW/CHANGE REACTION
This where the parameters which specify the chemical reaetion 
will be modified when reactions are implemented.
2 8
APPEND I X :
sting of Reactor Simulation Program 
for Engineering Education
(RESIPEE)
** Reactor Control Simulation ft
** a
'* by Matt Richards ft
•a ft
i tittttfttlllIttlittlltItIftifttA tiittft itftftAititAAtiftftftiiAllftAAAftillliiXARittiititftl
CLEAR ..5000
’ declare global variables
constants
OIM SHARED NO,YES.PI,AXES.TEMP.CURVE.HEAT.CURVE 
phyeicel parameter*
DIM SHARED VOLUME,HEIGHT,FLOWRATE.DENSITY.HEAT.CAPACITY. _
HEAT.TRANSFER.COEFFICI ENT.STEADY.STATE.TEMP.INLET.TEMP.SURROUND ING TEMP._ 
RAO I US.AREA
' plot!ing var iablas
DIM SHARED DlIPLAY.IDM.DI8PLAY.OUT%(86).PLOTTER.OUTMCSS),PLOTTER.ID«. _
MIN(2> ,MAX(I) .COLORSMO) ,WORKIN«(19),XY%(1200),Y FACTOR*2). _
XMlNM.XMAX*.YMlNM.YMAXft,X.FACTOR.GRAPH.TITLE6
rppptlpn curve perimeters
DIM SHARED SRC STEP CHANGE,END.RAMP.PRC SINUSOI DAL.CHANGE.PRC.IMPULSE 
' iiti ffl11ct ton perimeters
DIN i|l|IR^l|ADll||S PER MINUTE .TIME. DETWEEN. READINGS, RUN. DURAT ION. _
’ ... In ,RESET RATE,DERIVATIVE CONSTANT.MANUAL.CONSTANT
DIM SHA^tl^rlAf1lililftl9).T|i|SlTOTAL.READINGS),ERRQAI<TOTAL READINGS), _ 
TEMPStTOTAL r|1|fpDi),HEAT.RATE(TOTAL.READINGS).SUM,TYPE.RUNE
DEF FNDERI VAT IVE.CONTROL(ERROR CHANGE)
’*******************Aifffll*ii|lill**8pp*E*pii*<piiiii#<iii*iiPPip*p**ppp|pp|ii 
*« Function PER IvAf|f|.COliROf. A
'• This function calculltes |m  conlnigtion of leriritlve control to A
'* the overall heat rate correction. A
’« I
*> Loot! Varloples I
'■ ERROR.CHANGE Tho current errer minus fhs previous srrpr. |
•aaaacaaassaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaiaaaAaaaaaASSissiiftfllSppfilMRilfPPilliiPPPSSH
LET FNDERI VAT IVE.CONTROL * GAIN • DERIVATIVE CONSTANT * ENGOA.CHANGE / _
TIME.BETWEEN.REAO I NOS
END DEF ’FUNCTION DERI VAT IVE.CONTROL
DEF FNHEAT.LOS8.RATE(TEMP)
'a*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaaa*aaaa**aaaaaaaaaa***a*at*aaaa*a*a*a**aBacssa*tep|
’* Function HEAT.LOSS.RATE S
*> This funetion colculstos tho roto ot which host lo loot luf to heal S
'■ and mats traoofor. f
•a a.
* *  a s e u m e d  t o  too u n i  f o r m .  *
»s x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x s x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x a
LET F N H E A T . L O B S . R A T E  *  FLOWRATE *  D E N S I T Y  *  H E A T . C A P A C I T Y  *  _
(TEMP -  I N L E T . T E M P )  ♦ H E A T . T R ANS FER. C O E F F I C I  ENT *  _  
AREA *  ( TEMP -  SURROUND I N G . TEMP)
ENO DEF ' F U N C T I O N  H E A T . L 0 8 3 . RATE
OEF F N I M P U L S E . H E A T . R A T E ( T E M P , R E A D I N G )
’ s s x s s a x a x s s a s x s x s x s a s x x x s s s x s x s x x s x x x x x s x x s s s s x x x x x x x x x x x a s x x x x x x x x x x x s a x x x x x x
' *  F u n c t i o n  I M P U L S E . H E A T . RATE a  
' I  T h i s  f u n c t i o n  c a l c u l s t e s  t h e  d e r i v a t i v e  o f  t h e  p r o c e s s  r e a c t i o n  *  
* i  c u r v e  a t  f fim g i v e n  t e m p e r a t u r e  f o r  an i ns t an t a n e o u $  h e a t  i n c r e a s e .  *  
*x  a
' •  L s c s f  V a r i i b l e s  a 
' I  tfcMP Ti t# c u r r e n t  t e m p e r a t u r e  o f  t h e  f l u i d  in  t h e  r e a c t o r .  i  
11 READING The  c u r r e n t  numb er  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t  r e a d i n g .  a
•XXXaiiaiXaiSiixxxxaaxeaaaexaaaaxxaaxxAAaxaaaxaxaaaAxxxxxaasaxaaxaasxxxaaaaaaaa
IF READ I NO = I N T ( T O T A L . R E A D  INQ8 /  1 0 )  THEN _
LET F N I M P U L S E . H E A T . RATE « H E A T . R A T E ( O )  -  F N H E A T . L O S S . R A T E ( T EM P) _
♦ PRC IMPULSE _
ELSE
L I ?  FN I MP UL S E .HEAT .RATE = HEAT . RATE ( 0 )  -  FNHEAT LOSS . RATE ( TEMP >'
ENO OEF 'FUNCTION IMPULSE.HEAT.RATE
0«F FNINTEGRAL.CONTROL(READ I NO)
1a x x x a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x a a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x a a a
' A  F u n c t i o n  I N T E O R A L . CONTROL A
* a T h i s  f u n c t i o n  e a  c u l a t e s  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  i n t e g r a l  c o n t r o l  t o  A
• a  t h e  o v e r a l l  h e a t  c o r r e c t i o n .  a
• x x a a a a a x a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a x a x a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a x a x a a a a a a a a a a a x a x x a a a a x
LET STEP.SI2€ * TIME.BETWEEN.READ INGS
IF READING <= TOTAL .READ INGS / 10 THEN _
LET SUM * 0 _
E l SE
LET SUM > SUM * ERROR8CREADING) * STEP.SIZE 
LET FNINTEGRAL.CONTROL « SUM » GAIN / RESET.RATE 




Title function eeleu •»*#» tN# contritout la* II menusi ceniiit to
'0 the overall hoof cont*ti RA­
'0
t§ Local Varlatolas
’$ MANUAL.FACTOR IndI e*t#• MA* (her the Mat rate should be increiied
'0 or iter eased.
f0 UlT.HiAf .RATE The v«iM» of the last h**» car reel Ion rate .
'tfSSif0ini#AAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaataaAaaaaaaaaaa«**kaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8aaaaaa 













OIF FNNET.HIAT.RATE(HIAT.CORRECT I ON,LAST.HIAT.RATI,TEMP)
'* Function N E T .H E A T .RATI a
•■* This function calculates the net heat rate of the system. a
* *  *; !
'» Local Var tables A
** HIAT.CORRECT I ON The amount of heat added to the system in order to a
* a con t ro l 11. a
* a LAST.HEAT.RATI The last heat correction rate. A
'* TEMP The current temperature of the fluid in the reactor a
* a a
'a Calls «
* a Function H E A T .LOSS.RATE A
•sxsssAXsxASASsasAxsxxAxsAssxxssxsxssxxKSKxxxxsxxssxxxsssssxssxxsesssessssxxssa
IF HEAT.CORRECT I ON > 0 THEN _
LET FNNET.HEAT.RATE * LAST.HEAT.RATE ♦ HEAT.CORRECT I ON _
- FNHEAT.LOSS.RATE(TEMP) : _
LET LAST HEAT.RATE * LAST.HEAT.RATE ♦ HEAT.CORRECT I ON _
ELSE _
LET FNNET.HEAT.RATE = - FNHEAT.LOSS.RATE<TEMP) : _
LET LAST.HEAT.RATE = 0
END DEF 'FUNCTION N E T .H E A T .RATE
DEF FNPROPORTIONAL.CONTROL(ERROR.)
* xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxxxaaaa
'A Funct Ion PROPORTIONAL.CONTROL a
* a This function calculates the contribution of proportional control to a
'a the overall heat correction. a
'a a
*a Local Variables R
** ERROR. The set point minus the temperature of the reactor fluid. a
*a a
*aaaaxxaaaaaaaxaaaaaaaaaaaaaxaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaxaaaaaxaaaaaaaaaxaaaaaaaa
LIT FNPROPORTIONAL.CONTROL • GAIN » ERROR.
INO DEF 'FUNCTION PROPORT IONAL.CONTROL
DIF FNRAMP.HEAT.RATI(TEMP,READ I NO)
'A Function R A M P .HIAT.RATE
* a This function calculates the derivative of the process reaction
'A curve at the given temperature for a ramp change in heat rate.
•A
'A Local Variables
'A READ I NO The number of the current reading.
'A TEMP The temperature of the fluid in the reactor.
•AAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAAAAAAA
LIT FNRAMP.HEAT.RATE a TIMIS(READ I NO) A PRC.RAMP ♦ HIAT.RATECO) - _
FNHEAT.LOSS.RATE(TEMP)
END DIF 'FUNCTION RAMP.HEAT.RATE




ft* iiiaii S ft a m - «*l*ul«l** S fc* • i h a I ft
A
aaft Iaa
•a Loci I Vtr tables A:
'A READING The number of the current reading. i
*« TEMP Tht temperature of the fluid in the reactor. *|
* xsxxxsxssxsssxssaaaaxasxx«Kxsxsxsssssxasnftassaxxxxxsx«aaaxssxxaxxssxxsxsxsasxxj
LET FN8INU80IDAL.HEAT.RATE = 8 INCTIME3CREAD ING)) » PRC.3 1NUSO I D A L .CHANGE ♦ _
HEAT.RATE(0) - FNHEAT.L0 8 8 .RATE(TEMP)
END OEF 'FUNCTION 8 1NU80IDAL.H E A T .RATE
OEF FNSTEP CHANGE.HEAT.RATE(TEMP)
S S S X X a S X X X S S X S S  « * X X l * X X X X X X X X X X X * t * X * X X X X * * X * X * X A f t * f t * * * f t * X X > X « X * * « * X * X * * X * * X X
a Function STEP.CHANGE.HEAT.RATE « 
a This function calculates the derivative of the process reaction a 
a curve at the given temperature for a step change in heat rate. a
a Local Variables a 
a TEMP The temperature of the fluid in the reactor. a 
xxxxaxxxxaxxaxxxxxxaxxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaaxxxxaxxxxxxxxxxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaa
LET FN8TEP.CHANGE.HEAT.RATE * HEAT.RATE(0) - FNHEAT.L088.RATECTEMP) _
♦ PRC.STEP.CHANGE
END DEF 'FUNCTION 8TEP.CHANGE.HEAT.RATE
DEF FNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(N E T .HEAT.RATE)
* xxxxxaxxaaxaaxxxxxxxxaxxaxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxaaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
'a Function TEMP.DERI VAT IVE a
'a This function calculates the derivative of the temperature function, a
• a a
•a Local Variables a
*a NET.HEAT.RATE The net amount of heat flowing into the system. *
ittitmiitiiiiiititilltifttiittttiiititiiiiiiixtxtttiitiitiiixtitiiiixtxtxtftltl
LET FNTEMP.DERIVATIVE * N E T .HEAT.RATE 
END DEF 'FUNCTION 
DEF FNUPPER8(ALPHAS)
/ (VOLUME a DENSITY a H E A T .CAPACITY) 
TEMP.DERIVATIVE
•xxxxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxxxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxa
'* Funct ion UPPER8 a 
'* This function insures that the argument is upper case. * 
* a a
'* Local Variables a 
'* ALPHAS The character to be forced to upper case. a 
•ftft«ftfta«ftftftftft««ftft«ft«ftftftft«ftftftft«««aftftaftftft«ftftft«a«ftftftft««ftftftftftftftft«««ftftftftft««ftftftftftftft«ft
IF ALPHAS o  NN THEN
IF AiCCALPHAS) > SO THEN LET PNUPPERI = CHRS(ASC(ALPHAS) - 82) _
ELSE LET PNUPPEftS * ALPHAS
END DEF ’FUNCTION UPPERS
•«ft««ftftftftftA«ft«ftftftftftftftftftftftftft««ftftftftftftftftftftftaft«ftftft««ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft«ftftftftftftft
’a Routine MAIN a
This routine calls INITIALIZE and displays the main menu. A
* f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t ; t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t
CALL INITIALIZE
C A L L  C L E A R . D I 8 P L A Y
’ output graphic text
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.10%,0.20,0.80,"MAIN MENU")
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.ION,0.20,0.S O ,"Option*t“ )
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.ION.0.20,0.70,"A) Introduction")
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.ION.0.20,0.SO.«B) Vlew/Change Parameter!1*) 
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.ION,0.20,0.SO."C) Vlew/Change Reaction") 
CALL PRINT.TEXTtOISPLAY.ION,0.20,0.«0,"0) Prococi Reaction Curve") 
CALL PRINT.TEXTtOISPLAY.ION,0.20,0.30,"E) Control Simuletton")
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.10%,0.20,0.20,"F; End")
CALL PAUSE(CHOICEt)
IF CHOICES = "A" THEN CALL INTRODUCTION _
ELSE IF CHOICES - M0M THEN CALL VIEW.CHANGE.PARAMETERS _
ELSE IP CHOICES : «»c« THEN CALL VIEW.CHANGE.REACT ION _
ELSE IF CHOICES : “0" THEN CALL PROCESS.REACT ION.CURVE _
ELSE IF CHOICES - ME" THEN CALL SIMULATION
WEND




This routine allows the user to interac11ve I y modify a parameter, 
loeal Variables
PROMPTS The prompt which identifies the Information displayed. 
PARAMETER The value of the parameter modified. This variable is 
both given and yielded.
CALI CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.ID%,0.01,0.S 5 •PROMPTS ♦ " * « ♦ STRS(PARAMETER)) 
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.ID*.0.01,0.SO. _
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE THIS VALUE?")
CALL PAUSE(ANSWERS)
LOCATE 14,1
IP ANSWERS * "Y" THEN INPUT "NEW VALUE «*>",PARAMETER 
END SOS 'ROUTINE CHANGE.PARAMETER
SOS CLEAR.DISPLAY STATIC
•* Routine CLEAR*01 SPLAY
This routine clears the display.
CALL VCLRWKC01 SPLAY.I D%, STATUS*)
IP STATOSti < 0 THEN _  
s a i l  vaiaatiTAittab) i
END SUB R O U T I N E  C L E A R . D I  S P L A Y
SUB CLOSE.DEVICE(DEVICE.HANDLE*) STATIC
* t* * * * * * * * * * ftft****« « * « * * « * * « « » * t*sftft*ft**aftx*******fta
'* Routine CLOSE.DEVICE * 
** This routine closes the device specified by the given device handle, a 
'* * 
• * LocaI Var iabIes * 
'A DEV ICE.HANDLE* Identification number of the device to be closed. a
• ftftftftftXftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft
' close wor ks ta t i on
CALL VCL8WK(DEVICE.HANDLEH,STATUSH)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VOERRCSTATUS*) : _
PRINT “Error encountered in VCLSWK, STATUS* = “ iSTATUS* : _
8T0P
END SUB 'ROUTINE CLOSE.DEV ICE
8UB CREATE.REGULATOR.DATA.SET STATIC
* ftftftftxxxxftftftftftftftftftftftftxftftftftftftftftftftxftftftftftxxaftftftftxftftftftftftftftxxftftftftftftftftftftxftftftftftftftftxftftx
'A Routine CREATE.REGULATOR.DATA.8ET A
'A This routine helps the user set up data set which will simulate a a
'a regulator problem. It guarantees that the system is initially at a
'a steady state. *
REGULATOR *
-> STEP CHANGE IN LOAD
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDI8PLAY.ID*, 0.01,0.76, _
“Would you like instructions (Y/N)?“)
CALL PAUSE(ANSWERS)
IF ANSWERS « “Y “ THEN _
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDI SPLAY.ID*,0.01,0.76* _
“First you will have the opportunity to set“) t _
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.ID*,0.01,0.06, _
“ the values of the simulation variables.“) ; «
CALL PRINT.TSXT(DISPLAY.ID*,0.01,0.16, _
“The variable will take on the steady state value“) i _
CALL PRINT.TINT(DISPLAY.ID*,0.01,0.4I, _
“at the be|inni!to of the simulation and then instantaneously“ ) r _  
CALL PR INT.TiRTCOI SPLAY.ID*,0.01,0.16, _














CALL CHANGE■PARAMETER("STEADY STATE DENS ITY",STEADY.STATE.DENS ITY)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETER("FINAL DEN8ITY".DENSITY)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETEN("STEADY STATE HEAT CAPACITY", _
STEADY.STATE.HEAT.CAPACITY)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"PINAL HEAT CAPACITY".HEAT.CAPACITY)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERL"STEADY STATE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT", _
STEAOY.STATE.HEAT.TRANSFER.COEFFICI ENT)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERt"FINAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT", _
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT)
C A U  CHANGE.PARAMETERC“STEADY STATE INLET TEMPM .STEADY.STATE.INLET.TEMP)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"FINAL INLET TEMP",INLET.TEMP)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERt“STEADY STATE SURROUNDING TEMP", _
STEADV.STATE.SURROUND ING.TEMP)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERCMFINAL SURROUNOINQ TEMP", SURROUND ING.TEMP)
IF ANSWERS = "Y" THEN _
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDI8PLAY.10%,0.01,0.75, _
"Next you will have the opportunity to set11) : _
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.10%, 0.01,0.65, _
“tha valuaa of tha ramaining variablaa")
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"VOLUME",VOLUME)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"HE IGHT",HE IQHT)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"READINGS PER MlNUTE",READ INGS.PE R .MlNUTE)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"RUN DURATI O N " ,R U N .DURATI ON)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"PRC IMPULSE",PRC.IMPULSE)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"PRC STEP CHANGE ", P R C .STEP.CHANGE)
CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"PRC RAMP",P R C .RAMP)




CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"DERI VAT IVE CONSTANT",DFRI VAT IVE.CONSTANT)
LET RADIUS * SORCVOLUME/CPI*HEIGHT)) 'tank radio* in em
LET AREA * 2 * PI * RADIUS * HEIGHT ‘haat tranafar araa in om*2
LET TIME.BETWEEN.READ INGS * SO/READINGS.PER.MlNUTE 'sac





* CALCULATE STEADY STATE TEMP AND THEN ASSIGN TO SET.POINT
LET STEADY.STATE.TEMP « (STEADY.STATE.INLET.TEMP ♦ _
STEADY.STATE.SURROUNDING.TEMP « AREA » _
STEADY.STATE.HEAT.TRANSFER.COEFF1C I ENT / STEAOY.STATE.FLOWRATE / _ 
STEADY.STATE.DENSITY / STEADY.STATE.HEAT.CAPACITY) / (1 ♦ AREA * _ 
STEAOY.STATE.HEAT.TRANSFER.COEFFICIENT / STEADY.STATE.FLOWRATE / _
STEAOY.STATE.DENS ITY / STEAOY.STATE.HEAT.CAPACITY)
LET SET.POINT * STEADY.STATE.TEMP
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
END SUB 'ROUTINE CREATE.REGULATOR.DATA.SET
SUB CREATE.SERVO.DATA.8ET STATIC
•aaftfta*ftftfta*ft*ftaafta*ftSftaaaftaaaaa*aaa**ftaaaftaaaftaaaftaaaa*aaaftaaa*ft*aaa*aa«ftaaft**
•« Rauf Ins CREATE.SERVO.DATA.SET »
•* THIS rout Isa Haifa tha uaar aat up data aat which will cimulatt a *
•* u r u s  ifAklia. It ittaiiitiii that tha ivilia la Initial tv at ataadv t
SERVO:





















CHANGE. PARAMETERt "FLOWRAT E" . FLOWRATE)
CHANGE. P A RAME T ERt "DEN81 T V " . DENS I T V )
CHANGE. PARAMETERt"HEAT C A P A C I T Y " , H E A T . C A P A C I T Y )
CHANGE. PARAMETERt"HEAT TRANSFER C O E F F I C I  E N T " . H E A T . T R A N S FE R . C O E F F I C I  E N T ) 
CHANGE. P A R A M E T E R t " I N L E T  T E M P " . I N L E T . TEMP)
CHANGE. PARAMETERt"SURROUND ING T E M P " . SURROUND ING TEMP)
CHANGE. P A R A M E T E R t " V O L U M E " . VOLUME)
CHANGE PARAMETERt"HE I G H T " . H E I G H T )






DURATION".RUN.OURAT I O N )
IMPULSE",PRC IMPULSE)
STEP CHANGE *,PRC STEP.CHANGE)
RAMP«.PRC.RAMP)





CHANGE.PARAMETERt"DERI VAT IVE CONSTANT".DERI VAT IVE.CONSTANT)
LET RADIUS - SQRtVOLUME/(PI*HEIGHT)) 'tank radius in cm
LET AREA * 2 * PI * RADIUS * HEIGHT 'heat transfer area in cmA2
LET TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS = 80/READ INGS.P E R .MlNUTE 'sac




RED IM HEAT.RATE tTOTAL.READINGS)
CALCULATE STEADY STATE TEMP AND THEN AS8IGN TO SET.POINT
LET DTfAOY.STATE.TEMP = tINLET.TEMP ♦ SURROUND ING.TEAM * AREA _
• M E A T .TRANSFER.COEFFICI ENT / FLOWRATE / DENSITY / HEAT.CAPACITY) _ 
/ Cf ♦ AREA * HEAT.TRANSFER.COEFFICI ENT / FLOWRATE / DENSITY / _ 
MEAT.CAPACITY)
CALL CLEAR. DI SPLAY
'RAGTIME CREATE.SERVO.OATA.SET
SUB DATA OUTPUT t LAST ME AWING) STATIC
aaifta£wiMaMMSM*aaaftaMMft»M*saaaaaas*A**aa*ssa*aaftssa**fta**sssasi»*a**aaa»*AS«
Newline DAT A. OUTPUT a
This rout I at saves the data from the Mast recent run. *
a
kite I Variables a
LAST.READING The aeatSer af the laet readinf taken hefere this a




"Save the current data tY/N)?")
CALL PAUSE(ANSWERS)
C A L L  C L E A R . D I  S P L A Y ;| 
J
CALL PRINT.TEXT(OISPLAV.IDW.O.01,0.76. _  !
"Your nama")
LET USERNAMEt = STRING*(20,32) 1
CALL INPUT.TEXT(20.0.01,0.66,USERNAME*) j
CALL CLEAR.01SPLAV
CALL PRINT.TEXTtOISPLAY. I OH,0.01,0.75, _
"FiI• name")
LET FILENAME* = 8TRINO*(12,32)
CALL INPUT.TEXT( 12,0.01,0.65.FILENAME*) 
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL PRINT.TEXTtOISPLAY.IDH.O.01.0.76, _
“T U I * " )
LET TITLE* = STRI NO*( 70,32 )
CALL INPUT TEXT(70,0.01,0.65,TITLE*)
OPEN FILENAME* FOR OUTPUT AS *1
PRI NT • 1 4 DATS! TAB(20) TIME* TAB(60) USERNAMEt
PRI NT • 1 ,
PRI NT • 1, TITLE!
PRI NT • 1.
PRI NT • 1 , GRAPH. TITLE*
PRI NT • 1,
IF TYPE.RUN* * "PRC" THEN _



















= » ISTR*(PRC. STEP.CHANGE) i " cal/**c“
*1
* "SIM" THEN _  
"SET POINT * "
*1 ,
I STR*(8ET.POINT) .» C" : _
"GAIN * "t STR*(GAIN)i" cal/aee • C" :
"RESET RATE * " iSTRKRESET .RATE) i " 1/C"
"DERIVATIVE CONSTANT * " iSTR*(DER|VAT IVE CONSTANT)!" C"
"INITIAL TEMP s " i S T R K S T E A O Y .STATE.TEMP),« C" 
"INLET TEMP * " iSTR*(INLET.TEMP>i" C«
"VOLUME * " ♦ STRt(VOLUME) ♦ "ml*
"HEIOHT * " iSTR*(HE IGHT)i* em"
"PLOW RATE * " iSTR*(FLOWRATE)i" ml/aec"
"OENSITY * " iSTR*(OEMSITY)i" f/ml"
CAPACITY > "tSTRSCHEAT.CAPACITY),« cal/fl*C"
COEFFICIENT * " i _
STR*(HEAT.TRANEPER.COEFFICIENT)!* cal/••o*emA2" 
_ "t*TR((SURROUNDING.TEMP)i" 0*"SURROUNDING TEMP




PRIff * 1 .
> 1 TO LAST.READ I NO
liS 'iS R U li.Ii!"" n m m u i m  .
CLOSE « 1
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.IDH.001,0.75,"DATA SAVED IN FILE " ♦ FILENAMES) 
FOR I s 1 TO 5000:NEXT 
ANSWERS = "N"
C A L L  C L E A R . D I S P L A Y
WEND
END SUB 'ROUTINE DATA.OUTPUT
SUB ORAW.GRAPH(READ INQ) STATIC
’ X A A A A A A A A X A X A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A X A A A X A X A A X X X X X A A X X A A A X A A X X A X X X X X X A X A A A A A A A A X A X A A X X A
'* Routine DRAW.GRAPH x 
’* This routine draws the exes and graphs the points up through the x 
’* given v.t I ue of READING. x
’• x 
’* Local Variable? « 
’* READING The number of the current reading. x
•X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X A X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL PR I NT.TEXT(DISPLAY. IDH.0 .0 1 ,0 9 5 ,GRAPH.TITLE!) 
draw axes
LET XY%(1) = XMIN*
LET XY%(2) = VMAX*
LET XY%(3) = XMIN*
LET XY%(4) = YMIN*
LET XY%(6) = XMAX*
LET XY*(S) = YMIN*
LET XY*(7) = XMAX*




IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VOERR(STATUS*) : _
PRINT HError encountered in VPLINE, STATUS* = M iSTATUS* :
STOP
* draw set point
IF TYPE.RUNS = "SIM" THIN _
l i t x v u c n  * x m i n *  * _
LET XYNtt) x YMIN* ♦ (SET.POINT • MlN(TEMP.CURVE)) _
* Y.FACTOR(TEMP.CURVE) : _
LET XY*(3) a XMAX* : _
LET XY*< A) * /MINN ♦ (SET.POINT - M*N(TEM*.CURVE)) _
* Y.FACTOR(TEMP.CURVE) : _
CALL VPL t NE(DI SPLAY.ID*,2,XY*(I),STATUS*) 
label x ex la
LET TIME.FACTOR a (XMAX* - XMIN*) / RUN.DURATION
i»t i nit - vvviti » ^ ■ \ mmmnm " nuniviti T mui ttit - »*. *» — « ««. •„. . , „
LET Y* * ''WIN* - (0.08 * 0 1 SPLAY.OUT*(53))
CALL VOTEXT(DI SPLAY,ID*. X*. Y*.8TR8(COUNT / 4 a RU N .DURATI O N ) .STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
C A U  V0ERR(STATUS*) s _
PRINT "Error encountered In VGTEXT» STATUS* * "iSTATUS* : _
stop
NEXT COUNT
libtl loft y axti 
FOR COUNT 2 0 TO 4
LET X* * XMIN* - (0.07 * DISPLAY.0UT*C52))
LET Y* 2 COUNT / 4 * (YMAX* - YMIN*) ♦ YMIN*
CALL VQTEXT(0lSPLAY.ID*iX*.Y*»8TRI( INTCCOUNT / 4 * _
(MAX(TEMP.CURVE) - MlN(TEMP.CURVE)))) , STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL V0ERR(STATUS*) t _
PRINT “Error encounter#* in VOTEXT, STATU8* = "iSTATUS* : _
STOP
NEXT COUNT
IabtI right y axis
0 point
LET X* - XMAX* ♦ (0.01 * 0 1 SPLAY.OUT*t62))
LET Y* * YMIN* ♦ (SET.POINT - MlN(TEMP.CURVE)) _
a Y.FACTOR(TEMP.CURVE)
CALL VGTEXT(DI8PLAY.ID*. X*,YW,STRI(0), STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VQERR(8TATUS*) : _
PRINT "Error encountered in VOTEXT. STATUS* a "iSTATUS* : __
STOP
min point
LET X* « XMAX* ♦ (0.01 « 0 1 SPLAY.OUT*(52))
LET Y* a YMIN*
CALL VGTEXT(DISPLAY.10*.X*.Y*.STR5(I NT(-MAX(HEAT.CURVE)/1000))• STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL V0ERR(8TATUS*) : _
PRINT "Error encountered in VOTEXT. STATUS* a "iSTATUS* : _
STOP
nag half point
LET X* « XMAX* ♦ (0.01 a DI SPLAY.OUT*(62))
LET Y* « YMIN* ♦ (YMAX* ~ YMIN*) / 4
CAU. VQTEXT(DISPLAY.ID*,X*.Y«.8TNI(INTt-MAX(HEAT.CURVE)/S000)), STATUS*)
IP STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VOCftllt STATUS*) > _
M I N T  "Error •neounlnrt# In VOTEXT, STATUS* * "iSTATUS* « _
CALL VGTEXT C DISPLAY.10%,XU * Y * ,STRI( I NT(MAXt H € A T .CURVE)/10 0 0 )). STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
C A U  VOfRR( STATUS*) : _
PAINT “trror encountered in VGTEXT, STATUS* * *tSTATUS* :
STOP
pc» half point
LET X* = XMAX* ♦ (0.01 * D I SPLAY . 0UT*( 5Tf ) )
LET Y* s YMIN* ♦ 0.75 * (YMAX* - YMIN*)
CALL VGTEXTCDISPLAY ID*,X*,Y*.STRI( I NT(MAX(HEAT CURVE) t 2000)), STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
C A U  VOERAC STATUS*) : _
PRINT “Error encountered in VGTEXT, STATUS* = “ {STATUS* :
STOP
* plot points
' the loop is used to interweave the time A temperature data into
* the output array and scale the values to normalised device coordinates
’ note that the XY* array is statically dimensioned to 1200, so the
* array must be reused when there are more than 000 points to plot.
'plot temperature curve
C A U  SET . 0 I SPLAY . COLOR( TEMP . CURVE )
LET COUNT* - 0 
WHILE COUNT* < READING 
LET SLOT* s 0
WHILE (SLOT* < 1200) AND (COUNT* < READING)
LET COUNT* s COUNT* ♦ 1 
LET 8 LOT* « SLOT* ♦ 2
LET XY*CSLOT* - 1 ) = XMIN* ♦ TIMESCCOUNT*) * X.FACTOR
LIT XY*(SLOT*) 3 YMIN* ♦ (TEMPS(COUNT*) - MINCTEMP.CURVE)) _
* Y.FACTOR(TEMP.CURVE)
WEND
LET POINTS* 3 SLOT* / 2 
* output polyline
CALL VPLINE(DISPLAY.ID*.POINTS*,XY*(1),STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VOERR(STATUS*) t _
PRINT “Error encountered In VPLINE, STATUS* * "tSTATUS* * _
STOP
WEND
'plot heat rato curve
C A U  SET.01 SPLAY.COLORCHEAT.CURVE)
LET COUNT* • 0
WHILE COUNT* < READING
WHILE CSLOTH < 1200) AND (COUNT* < REAOINQ)
LET COUNT* * COUNT* ♦ 1 
LET SLOT* * SLOT* ♦ 2
LET XY*CSLOT* - U  « XMIN* ♦ T USES(COUNT*) * X .FACTOR
LET XY*(SLOT*) s YMIN* ♦ CHEAT.RATE(COUNT*) - MlNCHEAT.CURVE)) _
* Y .FACTOR(HEAT.CURVE)
WEND
LET POINTS* = SLOT* / 2 
' output polylint
CALL VPLI NEC DISPLAY.ID*.POI NTS*.XY*C1).STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VOERRCSTATUS*) : _
PRINT “Error encountered in VPLINE. STATUS* s "(STATUS* :
STOP
WEND
END 8U8 1 ROUTINE DRAW.GRAPH
SUB IMPULSE.REACT ION STATIC
'* Routine IMPULSE.REACT ION * 
'* This routine generates • process reaction curve for an impulse * 
’* change so that the correct control variables may be determined. *
CALL INITIALIZE.DISPLAY
CALL INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.ARRAYS
LET GRAPH.TITLES * " IMPULSE REACTION CURVE"
LET TYPE.RUNS * “PRC"
calculate heating rate required to maintain initial temperature 
LET HEAT.RATE(0) * FNHEAT.LOSS.RATE(8TEADY.STATE.TEMP) 
compute temperature for each reading 
LET TEMP * 8TEADY.STATE.TEMP 
LET READING * 0 
LET QUIT = NO
WHILE (READING < TOTAL.READ I NOS / 10)
LET READING * READING ♦ 1
LET TIMCS(RIADING) = READING s TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS / SO 
LET TEMPS(READINGI * STEADY.STATE.TEMP




LET READING a READING * 1
TIMESCREADINQ) = READING * TIKE.BETWEEN.READ ING8 / *0 
MEAT.RATE(READ ING) = FNIMPULSE.H E A T .RATE(TEMP,READI NG)
LET CHANGE(0) = TIME.BETWEEN.REAOINOS * _
PUT IMP . DERI VAT IVE (FN IMPULSE . W A T  RATE! (TEMP), t READ! N G )))
LET TEMP.CHANGE(1) = T tME.BETWEEN.READINGS * _
FNTEMP. DER I VAT IVECFN IMPULSE. HE AT. RATE ((TEMP ♦ .5 * TEMP.CHANGE(0)) ,
READING))
LET TEMP.CHANGE(2) = TI ME .BETWEEN .READ ING8 * _
FNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(FNIMPULSE.H E A T .RATE((TEMP ♦ .5 * TEMP.CHANGE!1)),
READING))
LET TEMP.CHANGE!3) = TIME.BETWEEN.READ ING8 a _
FNTEMP.OERIVATIVECFNIMPULSE.HEAT.RATECCTEMP ♦ TEMP.CHANGE!2)). _
READING))
LET TEMP : TEMP ♦ (TEMP.CHANGE(0) ♦ 2 * CTEMP.CHANGEC1) ♦ _
TEMP.CHANGE(2)) ♦ TEMP.CHANGE(3))/6
LET TEMPS(READING) = TEMP
CALL PLOT(READ ING)
CALL POLL(QUERY!)
IF QUERY! = "X" THEN LET QUIT s YES 
WEND
CALL PRINT.TEXTCOISPLAY.ID*,0.01,0 03. _
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAVE RESULTS CY/N)?")
CALL PAUSE(ANSWER!)
IF ANSWER! « "YM THEN CALL UA T A .OUTPUT(READ ING - 1)
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.ID*,0.01,0.03. _
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT RESULTS CY/N)?")
CALL PAUSE(ANSWER!)
IF ANSWER! s "Y" THEN CALL PLOT.RESULTSCREADING - 1)
END sue
SUB INITIALIZE STATIC
'ROUTINE IMPULSE.REACT I ON
’aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaass 
'« Roulint INITIALIZE * 
'* Thl! routlna aati tha valuaa of tha constants usad la tha simulation « 
•* and assigns dafault valuta to tha varlattas. *
LET NO * ••
LET YES « 111 
LIT PI * 1.1411! 
LIT TEMP.CURVE • 1 
LIT MlAT.CURVE a t 
LIT A M S  a t
■»w i - «
tit COL0RB*CHEAT.CORVE) = 1
CALt INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.PARAMETERS
LET WORK 1N*C1) s 1
LET WORK 1N*(2 ) s 1
LET WORK 1N*(3 ) s 3
LET WORKIN*( 4) s 1
LET WORKIN*(S) s 3
LET WORKIN*( S) s 2
LET W0RKIN*(7) s 3
LET WORKIN*(8) s 1
LET WORK 1N*( S ) 0
LET WORKIN*( 10) s 1
LET WORKIN*( 11) s 1
LET WORK 1N * ( 12) 3 s s •o
LET WORK!N*(13) 3 73 ' 1
LET WORKIN*f.4) 3 S3 'S
LET WORKIN*<16) 3 S O 'p
LET WORKIN*(IS) 3 7 6 ‘L
LET W O R KIN*(in 3 S S »A
LET WORKIN*C18) 3 S O ’ Y
LET WORKIN*(19) 8 32 ‘ \b
' opon workstation
CALL VOPNWK(WORK IN*(1),DI SPLAY. I O H ,DI SPLAY.OUTWt1),STATUS*)
IP STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VOERR(STATUS*) : _
PRINT “Error oncountorod in VOPNWK, STATUS* = “ (STATUS* 
STOP
' tot ehorsetor height
CALL VSTHQTCDISPLAY.ID*.DI3PLAY.OUT*C61),D1*, D2*,D3*,D4*,STATUS*)
IF STATU8* < 0 THEN _
CALL VQERRC STATUS*) : _
PRINT ‘‘Error oncountorod in VSTQHT, STATUS* = "iSTATUS* : 
STOP
ENO SUB 'ROUTINE INITIALIZE
SUB INITIALIZE.DISPLAY STATIC
•*ft*tftft**ftft**»*a*x*ftft*»***t****ft******ft*ft**ftft*a*ftftft*»aft*«ftft***ft*fta**ftft*aftaaaftaft
'* Ro m 11 no INITIALIZE.DlSPLAY i
Thlt routino opont tho display for output and calculator tho valuot • 





LET XMIN* * DISPLAY.OUTft(SS) « .10 
LET YMINH * DISPLAY.OUTKtSS) * .10 
LET XMAX« * DI SPLAY.OUT%(S2) « .00 
LET VMAXtt * DISPLAY.OUTft(SS) * .SO
IP SET.POINT > STEADY.STATE.TEMP THEN «.
LET MIN * STEADY.STATE.TEMP - ((SET.POINT 
• t • SET.POINT - MIN i _
- STEADY.STATE.TMM • .«) t
LET MAX * STEADY.STATE.TEMP ♦ ((STEADY.STATE.TEMP*1 - SET.POINT) * .2) s ^ 
LET MIN * MAX - 2 * SET.POINT : _
CALL S E T .Y .FACTOR(MIN.M A X ,TEMP.CURVE)
LET MAX : A88C10 * FNHEAT.LOSS.RATE((INLET.TEMP ♦ SURROUND ING.TEMP)/2))
IF MAX < 80000 THEN LET MAX * 80000 
LET MIN * - MAX
CALL SET.Y.*ACTORtMIN.MAX,HEAT.CURVE)
LET X .FACTOR = (XMAXH - XMINH) / (RUN .DURATI ON)
END SUB 'ROUTINE INITI All2E.DI SPLAY
8US INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.ARRAYS STATIC
' X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
’* Rout In# INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.ARRAYS
'* This routine sets the vetue of each element In etch dynamically
'* allocated global array to zero.
'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxa
FOR SLOTH = 1 TO TOTAL.READ ING8 
LET TEMP8CSLOTH) - 0 
LET TIMES(SLOTH) = 0 
LET ERROR8CSLOTH) = 0 
LET H E A T .RATE(SLOTH) = 0 
NEXT
END SU8 'ROUTINE INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.ARRAYS
SUB INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.PARAMETERS STATIC
•xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxa
'* Routine INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.PARAMETERS *




































'tank radius in cm 
’heat transfer area in cm*2 
'ml/sec 
*g/ml
HEAT.CAPACITY « 1 *cal/g«C
HEAT.TRANSFER.COEFFICI ENT * .6 ’caI/(see*cmA2*C)
STEADY.STATE.TEMP « 80 'C
INLET.TEMP * 26 'C
SURROUND I N O .TEMP * 20 ’C
READINGS.PER.MINUTE * 2400 'Runge-Kutta step alee 1/mln
TIME.BETWEEN.READ I NOS * 60/READI N O S .PER.MlNUTE 'sec
RUN.DURATION * .8 'min
TOTAL.READ I NOS * RUN.DURATION » READ INGS.P E R .MlNUTE
PRC.IMPULSE * 10000 'cal/sec
PRC.STEP.CHANGE > 10000 
PRC.RAMP * 1000 






LET MANUAL.CONSTANT > 60
LIT GAIN * ISO
LIT RESET.RATI x .1
LIT M R  I VAT I VC. CONST ANT • .1
RCDIM TCMPSITOTAL.READINGS)
RCDIM TIMIS(TOTAL.REAOINGS)
i t a m  S M O B ftf TUT AL _ GftAO IM GS1
'cal/ssc 
'Kc, ml /(secSC) 






tWO 8US * ROUT INC INITIAL IZE.GLOBAL.PARAMETERS
SUB I N P U T .TEXT(MAX.LENGTH*,X.R E L .V .R E L ,TEXT.8TRI NOI) STATIC
'xxxaxxaxxxxxxxxxxaxxxaxxxxxxxaxaaxxaxxxxxxxxxaaAxxxxxxaaxxaxxxxxxxxxaxaxxxaxax
Rout in# INPUT .▼EXT a ;




MAX.LENGTH* The maximum lenpth of the string to Pa input . a i
X.REL The relative x location of tha echoed input. c o  -> t ) a ]
Y.REL Tha relative y location of tha achoad input. c o  -> n a ]
TEXT.STRINGS Tha atr'ng input by tha uaar. a i
’ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X * * * * * * * * * * f t X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X f t a X X X X
LET XY*C1) • X.REL * DlSPLAY.OUT*C62)
LET XY*C2) s Y.REL * 0 18PLAY.OUTHC 63)
LET ECHO.MODE* £ 1
CALL VROSTRCDUPLAY . I 0%,MAX . LENGTH*.ECHO.MODE*,XY*C 1 ) , TEXT . STRINGS , STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VQERRC STATU8*) : _
PRINT "Error encountered In VROSTR, STATU8* * "iSTATUS* : _
STOP





Thia routlna diaplaya tha f ila INTRO.DOC to tha uaar in ordar to
* a introduca tha uaar to tha baaica of procaaa con t ro1.




INPUT S 1 ,INPUT.LINES
IF IN8TRCINPUT.LINES,"END OF PAGE") * 0 THEN _
LET ROW* * ROW* ♦ 1 * _
CALL PRINT.TEXT(01 SPLAY.ID*,0.01,(1 - ROW*/24),INPUT.LINES) _
ELSE .
LET ROW* * 0 * _




END SUB 'ROUTINE INTRODUCTION
SUB LOAD.DATA.SET STATIC •*
•* Itoilt l*« LOAD.DATA.SCT •
•• TUI* routl«# ••t* th* ploDal p i r i M l i n  to tho voluoi *»oolfto« Dp •
* 4 I A A .'Jtt
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.10%,0.01,0.AO,“Whit is tht ntmt of tht dsts flltt")
LET DATA.FILES = S T A I N G K  12,32)
CALL INPUT.TEXT(12*0.01*0.TO•DATA.FI L E D
OPEN DATA.FILES FOR INPUT AS tl
INPUT St, VOLUME •ml
INPUT St. HEIGHT •cm
INPUT it, FLOWRATE •ml/ate
INPUT si. DENSITY * g/rnl
INPUT St. HEAT.CAPACITY •cal/p*C
INPUT St. HEAT.TRANSFER.COEFF1C 1 ENT * c a 1/(atc*cmA 2*C)
INPUT Si, STEADY.STATE.TEMP •c
INPUT tt. INLET.TEMP •c
INPUT St, SURROUND 1N G .TEMP •c
INPUT • 1. READINGS.PER.MINUTE 'Rungs-Kutta step
INPUT St, RUN.DURATION 'mi n
INPUT St, PRC.IMPULSE 'ctI/ate
INPUT 81 , PRC.STEP.CHANGE 'ct I / ate
INPUT St, PRC.RAMP 'ctl/ate
INPUT St, PRC.SINUSOIDAL CHANGE 'c t 1/ate
INPUT S t , SET.POINT •c
INPUT St, MANUAL CONSTANT * ct 1 / ate
INPUT tt. GAIN 'K c » ml/Cstc*C)
INPUT t t . RESET.RATE •Ti, 1/C
INPUT St, DERIVATIVE CONSTANT *Td. C
CLOSE si
1 /mi n
LET RADIUS = SQR<VOLUME/(PI*HEIGHT)) 'tank radius in cm
LET AREA * 2 * PI * RADIUS * HEIGHT 'httt tranifar araa in cmA 2
LET TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS a SO/REAOINGS.PE R .MlNUTE ‘sac






CALL PRINT.TEXTCDI8PLAY.ID*.0.01,0.7S,MDATA LOADED FROM FILE " ♦ DATA.FILES) 
FOR I a 1 TO S000:NEXT
END SUS 'ROUTINE LOAD.DATA.SET
SUB PAUSE(RESPONSES) STATIC
'aa**a**xa**a*a*aaaa*****a****«**«****ft*aa*a««****«*****x*a*a*a*******a*tftaa**i
'* Rout ins PAUSE 8
*8 This routins waits for tht ustr to atrlkt a fcty in rtsponss. 8
•« ft
'8 Local Vsr i abI as 8
*8 RESPONSES Tht ohificttr tnttrtd by tht ustr. 8
•ftftftftftftftftftftaftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftaftftftftftftftftftftsftftftftftftftftsi
1i LET RESPONSES « INKEYS i IF RESPONSES a an THEN GOTO 1 
LET RESPONSES a PNUPPERt(RESPONSES)
ENO SMS
*
*  R o u t i n t  P L O T . RESULTS





READING The number of the last data point taken.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
a






LET WORN 1N* C 1) s 1
LET WORK 1N*(I) s 1
LIT W O R K!N*(3 ) s 3
LET WORK 1N*(4) s 1
LET WORK 1N*(S) s 3
LET WORK 1N*(S) s 2
LET WORK 1N*(7) s 3
LET WORK 1N*(S) s 1
LET WORK!N*(9) s 0
LET WORKINHC10) s 1
LET WORK 1N*(11) s 1
LET WORKINHC12) s 80 'P
LET WORK 1N*(13) 8 78 *L
LET WORKINHC14) 8 79 •o
LET WORK 1N * ( 15) 8 84 •T
LIT WORKINHC16) s 84 •T
LET WORKIN*(17) 8 69 •E
LET WORK 1N*(1S) 8 62 *R
LET WORK 1N * ( 19) 8 32 * \b
* open workstatIon
CALL VOPNWK ( WORK IN*(1).PLOTTER.IDH, PLOTTER.OUTH(Y).STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VOERRC STATUS*) : _
PRINT HError encountered In VOPNWK, STATUS* = " tSTATU8* : 
STOP
' set xmax,xmln,ymax,ymin,xfactor,yfactor 
LET XMIN* * PLOTTER.OUT%(52) a .10
LET YMIN* s PLOTTER.OUTHC53) a .10
LET XMAX* * PLOTTER.OUT*(62) * 90
LET YMAX* * PLOTTER.OUT*(S3) a .90
IF SET.POtNT > STEADY.STATE.TEMP THEN _
LET MIN « 8TEADY.STATE.TEMP - ((SET POINT - STEADY.STATE.TEMP) a .2) :
LET MAX a 2 * SET.POINT - MIN : _
CALL SET.Y.FACTOR(MIN,MAX,TEMP.CURVE) _
ELSE M
LET MAX « STEADY.STATE.TEMP ♦ ((STEADY.STATE.TEMP*1 - SET.POINT) « .2) i J 
LET MIN : MAX • 2 a SET.POINT : _
CALL 8ET.Y .FACTOR(MIN,M A X ,TEMP.CURVE)
LET X.FACTOR « (XMAX* - XMIN*) / (RUN.DURATION)
LET MAX * 10 * PNHEAT.LOSS.RATE(STEAOY.STATE.TEMP)




LIT XMKt) • M M X *  J
LET XY%t 3) s XMI N%
LIT XYWC4) * YMIN**
LIT XY*(§) = XMI N't 
LIT XY*MS) = YMAX*t
CALL VSLCOL(PLOTTER.ID't.COLORS'tC AXIS).STATUS'*)
IF STATUS'* < 0 THIN _
CALL VOERRC STAY U S '*) : _




IF STATUS'* < 0 THIN _
CALL VQIRIKSTATUS'*) : _
PRINT "Er ror encountered in VPLINE, STATUS'* = "iSTATUS** : _ 
STOP
• draw set point
IF TYPE. RUNS » "SIM" THEN _
LET XY**(1) = XMIN** : _
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CALL VSLCOL (PLOTTER. I D%, COLORS'* ( TEMP . CURVE ) , STATUS'*)
IF STATUS'* < 0 THEN _
CALL VOERRCSTATUS'*) : _
PRINT "Error encountered in V8LCOL, STATUS'* > "»STATUS'* : _
STOP
LET COUNT** * 0 
WHILE COUNT** < READ I NO 
LET SLOT** * 0
WHILE (SLOT** < 1200) ANO (COUNT** < READING)
LET COUNT** * COUNT** ♦ 1 
LET SLOT** * SLOT** ♦ 2
LET XY**( SLOT** - 1) > XMIN** ♦ TI ME 8 (COUNT**) a X.FACTOR
LET XY**( SLOT**) = YMIN** ♦ (TEMPS (COUNT**) - Ml NC TEMP . CURVE)) M
* Y.FACTOR(TEMP.CURVE)
WEND
LET POINTS'* « SLOT** / 2
* output polyline
CALL VPL IMS (PLOT T E R . ID**, POI NTS'** XY**( 1) , STATUS'*)
V M U  V w E f f w l  9  I R  I U 9 H I  ; ^
PRINT "Error encountered in VPLINE, STATUS* * "iSTATUS* : 
STOP
* plot htit raft points
CALL VSLCOL(PLOTTER.ID%,COLORSHCHEAT.CURVE).STATUS*)
IE 8TATU3% < 0 THEN _
CALI VOERR(STATUS*) : _
PRINT "Erroi encountered in V8LC0L. STATUS* * u (STATUS* :
STOP
LET COUNT* ; 0 
WHILE COUNT* < READING 
LET SLOT* * 0
WHILE (SLOT* < 1200) AND (COUNT* < READING)
LET COUNT* = COUNT* ♦ 1 
LET SLOT* * SLOT* 4 2
LET XY*(SLOT* - 1) = XMINH 4 TIMES(COUNT*) * X.FACTOR
LET XY*(SLOT*) = YMIN* 4 (HEAT.RATE(COUNT*) - MlN(HEAT.CURVE))
* Y.FACTOR(HEAT.CURVE)
WEND
LET POINTS* = SLOT* / 2 
' output poIvIi ns
CALL VPLINE(PLOTTER.ID*.POI NTS*.XY*(1).STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VQERR(8TATU8*) : _
PRINT “Error encountered in VPLINE. STATUS* : " iSTATUS* : _
STOP
WEND
CALL CLOSE. OEVICE ( PLOTTER . ID*)
END 8UB 'ROUTINE PLOT.RESULTS
SUB PLOT(READINQ) STATIC
Roullnt PLOT
This routino plots the point specified by the value of READING. If 
thia la the first reading, the graph is drawn and the routine exits. 
If the point is off the graph, the graph Is redrawn and the routine 
exits. When the graph does not need to be drawn, a line is drawn 
from the previous point to the given point. This routine draws both 
the temperature and heat rate curves.
Local Variables
READING The number of the current data
IP READING * 1 THEN _
GALL DRAW.GRAPHCREADING) : _ 
EXIT SUB
point.
CALL SCI . T . f AC T Un (MINI T CHIP . CURVE / . TcMrS C READ f IfU J , TCMF . CUHVC J : _
CALI DRAW.GRAPH(REAO I NO) ; _
EXIT SUB
IF TEMPSCREADING) < MlNCTEMP.CURVE) THEN _
CALI BET . Y . FACTOR(TEMPS(READ ING)(M AX(TEMP.CURVE),TEMP.CURVE) : _
CALL DRAW.GRAPHCREADING) : _
EXIT SUB
IF MEAT.RATE(READING) > M AX(HEAT.CURVE) THEN _
CALL B E T .Y .FACTOR(MIN(HEAT.CURVE),HEA T .RATE(READING),HEAT.CURVE) : _ 
CALL DRAW.GRAPHCREADING) : _
EXIT SUB
IF HEAT.RATE(READING) < M 1N (HEAT.CURVE) THEN _
CALL S ET.Y.FACTORCHEAT.RATECREAD ING) .MAXCHEAT CURVE),HEAT CURVE) : _ 
CALL DRAW.GRAPHCREADING) : _
EXIT SUB
plot tamparatura point 
CALL SET.DI8PLAY.COLORC TEMP.CURVE)
LET X Y % m  « XMIN* 4 T I ME S (RE AO I NO - 1 ) * X. FACTOR
LCT XYMC2) = YMIN* 4 CTEMP8CREAD ING - 1) - MlNCTEMP.CURVE>) _
* Y.FACTORCTEMP.CURVE)
LET XYWC3) s XMIN* 4 TIMES(READ ING) * X.FACTOR
LET XY*(4) s YMIN* 4 (TEMPS(READ ING) - MINCTEMP.CURVE)) _
* Y.FACTORCTEMP.CURVE)
CALL VPLINECOISPLAY.ID%,2,XY*(1),STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VOIRRC 8TATUS*) : _
PRINT "Error sncountarad in VPLINE, STATUS* * "(STATUS* : _
STOP
plot Boat rata point 
CALL 8ET.DI SPLAY.COLORCHEAT.CURVE )
LET XY*C1> « XMIN* 4 TIMESCREAD ING - 1) * X.FACTOR
LET XY%(2) s YMIN* 4 CHEAT.RATECREAOING - 1) - MlNCHEAT.CURVE ))
* Y.FACTORCHEAT.CURVE)
LIT XY*CS) * XMIN* 4 TIMESCREADING) * X.FACTOR
LIT XY*C4> t YMIN* 4 CHEAT.RATECREADING) - MlNCHEAT.CURVE) ) _
* Y.FACTORCHEAT.CURVE)
CALL VPLINI CD I SPLAY.ID*,2,XY*C1),STATUS*)
IF 8TATU8* < 0 THIN _
CALL V N R R C  STATUS*) ; _
PAINT "Error anaountarad In VPLINI, STATUS* * ",STATUS* : _
STOP
AND SUB ‘ROUTINE PLOT
BUB POLL(RESPONSEI) STATIC
a8iSi8*SI*SS*tSS*Sititoi**t*ft*A*ft************aafta*asa*aaft*y 
•* Rout ina POLL |
*ft This routine polls tha input daviea and returns a ptndlng aharactar. I
** Locol Varlablaa 1
'« RC8PONSEI Tha aharactar antarad by tha uspr. ft
• jko«Moioo«ooB#B«BfOftft»a8$iiftSiSfSSassi«BlSBSi^aBi#SBBo«iiiiiBtORttatsiBBBBB||i
END SUB 'BOUT INC POLL
SUB PR I NT.TEXT(DCV ICE.HANOLEH,X.RE L.Y.RE L,TEXT.STRI NOS) 9TAT IC
X X X X A * A I * A A A A X X X A X A X A A X A A A A X A X A A X A A A A X A X I X X A X A X X A A X X A A A X A X A A A A A * * A A A A A A A A A A A A A  ;
A Routine PRINT. TEXT a
* This routine prints out the given string as graph i c text at the a j
A given relative coordinates. These coordinates ere the perce stage S ?
A
*




A DEV ICE.HANOI EH The identification number of the device t o rec i eve A j
A the output a 1
A X.REL The relative x location where the output wi 11 be a
A display e d . s
A Y REL The relative y location where the output wi 1l be * J
A d i sp1ayed A
A TEXT.STRINGS The output to be displayed. a
a x a a a a a a a *AAAaasaaax*a x x a x a a *AAAAaxxx**Axx*AAxx*a a x a x x a a a*a x a a x aaxaxa x x x x a a a a a
* output graphic text
LET X% = X.REL * 0 IIPLAY.OUT%(52)
let y% = y .rel * d i s p l a y.out%(5 3 )
CALL VQTEXT C DEV ICE.HANDLE*, XH,YH,TEXT.STRI N O S ,STATU8H)
IF STATUS* < 0 THEN _
CALL VQERR(8TATU8*) : _
PRINT "Error encountered in VQTEXT, STATUS* = "iSTATUS* ; _ 
STOP
END SUB 'ROUTINE PR I NT.TEXT
SUB PROCESS.REACT I ON.CURVE STATIC
* AA**ft*ax*********xftftx*A*ftx**ft***Aa*AX*ft*a**x**x***xxxxx****x***AaAA*AA*aaAAAAa
** Routine PROCESS.REACT I ON.CURVE •
** This routine calls the routine! which generate e process reaction *
'* curve for a given input so that the characteristics of the system may R
'» P e i  nves t i gated. s
•xtt****«tea*«»*«*********t**e»*a*********t*i**a»**a«t*ft«t*atxat**a**atea**!*a*




















70,"A) View/Change Parameters") 
Impulse Reaction Curve")
Step Change Reaction Curve") 
Ramp Reaction Curve") 
Sinusoidal Reaction Curve") 




20.0. 5 0 ,"E)
20.0. 20,"P)






* "A" THEN CALL VIEW.CHANCE.PARAMETERS _ 
CHOICES « "B" THEN CALL IMPULSE.REACTION _  
CHOICES « "C" THEN CALL STEP.CHANCE.REACTION . 
CHOICES * "0" THEN CALL RAMP.REACT ION _  
CHOICES * "E" THEN CALL SINUSOIOAL.REACT ION _
e i w  « V B » f WWW * V  VTf w
SUB RAMP.REACT ION STATIC
*******************************************************************************
•* Rout in* RAMP.REACT ION *
’* This routin# generates • process leaction curve for • given remp *




LET GRAPH.TITLES * "RAMP REACTION CURVE"
LET TYPE.RUNS = "PRC"
' calculate heating rate required to maintain initial temperature
LET HEAT.RATE(0) * PNHEAT.LOSS.RATE(STEADY.8TATE.TEMP)
1 compute temperature for each reading
LET TEMP * STEAOY.STATE.TEMP 
LET READING * 0 
LET QUIT « NO
WHILE (REAOING < TOTAL.READ I NOS / 10)
LET REAOING * READING 4 f
LET TIME8 (READ I NO) * READING » TI ME.BETWEEN.READ INGS / 80 
LET TEMP8(READING) = 8TEADY.STATE.TEMP
LET HE A T .RATE(READ I NO) * PNNET.H E A T .RATE(CHEAT.CORRECT ION), _
LA8T.H E A T .RATE,(STEAOY.STATE.TEMP))
CALL PLOTCREADING)
WEND
WHILE (REAOING < TOTAL.REAO I NOS) AND (OUIT * N V  
LET READING « REAOING ♦ 1
LET T tME8 (REAOING) * READING * T(ME.BETWEEN.READ INQ8 / 80 
LET HEAT.RATE(READ INQ) « PNRAMP.H E A T .RATECTEMP,READ ING)
LET TEMP.CHANGE(0) * TIME.BETWEEN.READ INOB * _
PNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(PNRAMP.HEAT.RATE(TEMP,READING))
LET TEMP.CHANGE(1) * TIME.BETWEEN.READ ING8 * _
PNTEMP.DERIVATIVE(PNRAMP.HEAT.RATE(TEMP ♦ 5 * TEMP.CHANGE(0).READING))
LET TEMP.CHANGE(8) * TI ME .BETWEEN.READ ING8 * _
PNTEMP.DERIVATIVE(PNRAMP.HEAT.RATE(TEMP ♦ 6 * TEMP.CHANGE(1),READING))
LET TEMP.CHANGECl) • T I M E . BETWEEN. RE AO I NOS * _
PNTEMP. DER I VAT I VE (PNRAMP. HEAT . RATE (TEMP ♦ TEMP. CHANGE CI), READ ING))
LET TEMP » TEMP ♦ (TEMP.CHANGE(0) ♦ I * CTEMP.CHANGECt) ♦ _
TEMP.CHANGE!t)) ♦ TEMP.CHANGE(8))/S
n v v  « v vni r n v v i > w  v •
LET TEMPI! REARING) *
IF OU£AVI * "X" THEN LET QUIT * YES 
WEND
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.ION,0.01,0.03, _
“WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAVE RESULTS (Y/N)?“ )
CALL PAUSE(ANSWER!)
IF ANSWERS = "Y" THEN CALL DATA.OUTPUT(READ I NO - 1)
C A U  PRINT.TIXT(DISPLAY.10%,0.01,0.03, _
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT RESULTS CY/N)?")
CALL PAUSECAN8WERS)
IF ANSWER! = "Y" THEN CALL PLOT.RESULTSCREADI NO - 1)
END SUB 'ROUTINE RAMP.REACT I ON
SUB RUN.M.SIMULATION 3TATIC
•axxxxftaxxxxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
’* Routiftt RUN.M.SIMULATION *




LET GRAPH.TITLES * "MANUAL CONTROL SIMULATION"
LET TYPE.RUN! * "SIM"
draw axes
LET TEMP x STEADY.STATETEMP
' ealculata hasting rata required to maintain initial temperature
LET LAST.HEAT.RATE « FNHEAT.LOSS.RATE(8TEA0Y.8TATE.TEMP)
' computa tamparatura for aach reading
LIT HEAT.CORRECT I ON * 0 
LET READING * 0 
LET MANUAL.FACTOR « 0 
LIT QUIT • NO
WHILE (READING < TOTAL.READINGS / 10)
LET READING ■ READING ♦ 1
LET TIMES(REAOING) » READING i TIMS .BETWEEN.READINGS ' **
LET TEMPI(READING) * STEADY.STATE.TEMP
C A U  PLOT (READING)
C A L L  P O L L ( O U t A V I )
WEND
LET TIMESCREADING) = READING * TIMS.BETWEEN.REAOINQ8 / $0 
LET HEAT.RATE(READING) = FNNET.HE A T .RATECCHEAT.CORRECT ION), _
LAST. HEAT. RATE, (TEMP))
IF TEMP < SET.POINT THEN _
LET ERRORSC READ INQ) = SET.POINT - TEMP
LET HEAT.CORRECT I ON = FNMANUAL.CONTROL((MANUAL.FACTOR),LAST.HEAT.RATE)
LET TEMP.CHANGE CO) = TI M E .BETWEEN.REAOINGS * _
FNTEMP.OERI VAT IVECFNNET.HEAT.RATE(CHEAT.CORRECT I O N ) ,LAST.HEAT.RATE,C TEMP)))
LET TEMP.CHANGE(1) * TI M E .BETWEEN.READ INGS * _
FNTEMP .DERI VAT IVECFNNET.HEAT.RATEC CHEAT.CORRECT I ON).LAST.HEAT.RATE, _
CTEMP + .5 * TEMP.CHANGE(0))))
LET TEMP.CHANGEC2) = TI M E .BETWEEN.READ INGS A _
FNTEMP.DERIVATIVECFNNET.H E A T .RATE((HEAT.CORRECT ION),LAST.H E A T .RATE, _
CTEMP ♦ .5 * TEMP.CHANGEC t))))
LET TEMP.CHANGEC 3) - TI M E .BETWEEN.READ INGS * _
FNTFMP.DERI VAT IVECFNNET.HEAT.RATE(CHEAT.CORRECT I ON).LAST.HEAT.RATE, _
CTEMP ♦ TEMP.CHANGE C 2))))
LET TEMP s TEMP ♦ CTEMP.CHANGEC0) ♦ 2 * CTEMP.CHANGEC1) ♦ _
TEMP.CHANGE C 2)) ♦ TEMP.CHANGEC3))/B
LET TEMP8CREADINQ) = TEMP
CALL PLOT(READ INQ)
CALL POLL(QUERY!)
IF QUERY! s MXM THEN LET QUIT * YES _
EL8E IF QUERY! * "U" THEN LET MANUAL.FACTOR * MANUAL.FACTOR ♦ 1 _ 
ELSE IF QUERY! * "D" AND MANUAL.FACTOR > 0 THEN _
LET MANUAL.FACTOR * MANUAL.FACTOR - 1
WEND
CALL PRINT TEXTCDI9PLAY.ID%,0.01,0.03, _
11 WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAVE RESULTS (Y/N)?“)
CALL PAUSE(ANSWER!)
IF ANSWER! * "Y" THEN CALL DATA.OUTPUTCREAD ING - 1)
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.ID%» 0.0110.03 » _
MWOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT RESULTS CY/N)f”)
CALL PAUSE(ANSWER!)
IP ANSWERS * HY H THEN CALL PLOT.RESULTSCREADING-1)
SMS SUS 'ROUTINE RUN.M.8 IMULATION
SUS RUN.P.SIMULATION STATIC
’aasaaaaAAaaAaaaAaaaaASsassaaaASsaaaaaaaAaaaaaaRaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
'* Raul IS! RUN.P.SIMULATION A
•s Till a rautlii! ilMulatt! proportional tomporaturo control of a a
•A CSTR. *
CALL INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.ARRAYS
ill GRAPH.TITLE* * "PROPORTIONAL CONTROL SIMULATION"
LET TYPE.RUN* = "SIM" 
draw axei
LET TEMP * STEAOY.STATE.TEMP
calculate heating rate required to maintain initial temperature
LET LAST.HEAT.RATE = FNHEAT.LOSS.RATE(STEADY.STATE.TEMP)
compute temperature for each reading
LET READING * 0
LET HEAT.CORRECT ION = 0
LET QUIT » NO
WHILE (READING < TOTAL.READ INGS / 10)
LET READING * READING ♦ 1
LET TIME8CREADING) = READING » TIME.BETWEEN.READ INGS / 60 
LET TCMP8CREADING) » 8TEADY.STATE.TEMP




WHILE (READING < TOTAL.READ INGS) AND (QUIT = NO)
LET READING * READING ♦ 1
LET TIMESCREADING) * READING * TIME.BETWEEN.READ INQ8 / 60 
LET HEAT.RATE(READ ING) = FNNET.HE A T .RATE((HEAT.CORRECT I O N ) . -
LAST.HEAT.RATE.(TEMP))
IF TEMP < 8ET.POINT THEN _
LET ERRORS(READINQ) = 8ET.POINT - TEMP
LET HEAT.CORRECT I ON * FNPROPORTIONAL.CONTROL(ERROR8(READ ING))
LET TEMP.CHANQE(O) * TIME.BETWEEN.READ INGS * _
FNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(FNNET.HEAT.RATE((HEAT.CORRECT ION)»LA8T.HEAT.RATE.(TEMP)))
LET TEMP.CHANGE(1) * TIME .BETWEEN.READINGS * _
FNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(FNNET.HEAT.RATE C CHEAT.CORRECT ION).LAST.HEAT.RATE. _
(TEMP ♦ .6 * TEMP.CHANGE(0))))
LET TEMP.CHANQEC2) » TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS * _
FNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE ( FNNET.HEAT.RATE((HEAT.CORRECT I O N ).LAST.HEAT.RATE. _
(TEMP ♦ .6 * TEMP .CHANGE(1))))
LET TEMP.CHANGB(S) * TIME .BETWEEN.READ ING* * _
FNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(FNNET.HEAT.RATEt(HEAT.CORRECT I O N ),LAST.HEAT.RATE. _
(TEMP ♦ TEMP.CHANGE(2))))
LET TEMP * TEMP ♦ (TEMP.CHANGE(0) ♦ 2 * (TEMP.CHANGE(t) ♦ _
TEMP.CHANGE(2)) ♦ TEMP.CHANGE(3))/6
CALL POLL(QUERY!)
IP QUERY! * "X" THEN LET QUIT * YES
C A L L  P L O T ( R E A D  I N O )
CALL PR I N T .TEXT CO I SPLAY.I OH,0.01,0.03, _
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAVE RESULTS (Y/N)?")
CALL PAUSE(ANSWER!)
IP ANSWER! : "Y" THEN CALL O A T A .OUTPUT(REAOI NO - 1)
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DI8PLAY.ID%,0.01,0.03, _
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT RESULTS (Y/N)?")
CALL PAUSE(ANSWER!)
IP ANSWER! s "Y" THEN CALL P L O T .RESULTS(READ I N O * 1)
ENO SUB 'ROUTINE R U N .P .SIMULAT I ON
<!UB RUN.PI .SIMULATION STATIC
•xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
** Routint RUN.PI.SIMULATION
** Thlt routint simulates propor11ontI - IntegraI ttmptraturt control of i




LET GRAPH.TITLE! = "PROPORTIONAL-INTEGRAL CONTROL SIMULATION- 
LET TYPE.RUN! « "SIM"
v calculate Heating rata required to maintain initial tamparatura
LET LAST.HEAT.RATE * PNHEAT.LOSS.RATE(STEADY.8TATE.TEMP)
* compute tamparatura for eaoh reading
LET TEMP * STEADY.STATE.TEMP
LET READING « 0
LET HEAT.CORRECT I ON « 0
LET QU'iT » NO
WHILE (READING < TOTAL.READ INQ8 / 10)
LET READING « READING ♦ 1
LET TIMCSCREADING) • READING * TIME.BETWEEN.READ INGS / SO 
LET TEMPS(READ I NO) * STEADY.STATE.TEMP
CALL PLOT(READIMG)
WEND
WHILE fREADING < TOTAL.READ INGS) AND (QUIT * NO)
LET H E A T .RATE(READINQ) a FNNET.HEAT.RATE((HEAT.CORRECT ION). _
LAST HEAT.RATE,(TEMP))
LET ERRORS(READ I NO) a SET.POINT - TEMP
LET HEAT.CORRECT ION a FNPROPORTIONAL.CONTROL(ERRORS(READ I NO)) ♦ _
FNINTEORAL.CONTROL(READ I NO)
LET TEMP.CHANGE(0) a TIME.BETWEEN.READ INQS * _
FNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(FNNET.HEAT.RATE((HEAT.CORRECT ION),LAST.HEAT.RATE,(TEMP))) 
LET TEMP.CHANGE(1) = TIME.BETWEEN.READINQ8 * _
FNTEMP.OERI VAT IVE(FNNET.HEAT.RATE((HEAT.CORRECT I ON).LAST.HEAT.RATE, _
(TEMP ♦ .8 * TEMP.CHANGE(0))))
LET TEMP.CHANGE(2) a TI M E .BETWEEN.READ INGS * _
FNTEMP.DERIVATIVE(FNNET.HEAT.RATE((HEAT.CORRECT I ON).LAST.HEAT.RATE, _
(TEMP ♦ .8 « TEMP.CHANGE(1))))
LET TEMP.CHANGEO) a T I ME. BETWEEN. READ ING8 * _
FNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(FNNET.HEAT.RATE((HEAT.CORRECT I O N ),LAST.HEAT.RATE, _
(TEMP 4 TEMP.CHANGE(2))))
LET TEMP a TEMP 4 (TEMP. CHANGE (0) 4 2 « (TEMP.CHANGEO) 4 _
TEMP.CHANGE(2)) 4 TEMP.CHANGE(3))/S
LET TEMP8(READING) a TEMP
CALL PLOT(REAOING)
CALL POLL(OUERYS)
IF OUERYt * "X" THEN LET QUIT a VE8 
WEND
CALL PRINT.TEXT(0I8PLAY.IDH.0.01,0.03, _
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAVE RESULT8 (Y/N)?")
CALL PAUSE(ANSWERS)
IF ANSWERS * »y« THEN CALL DATA.OUTPUT(READ I NO - 1)
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DI8PLAY.ID*.0.01,0.03. _
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT RESULTS (V/N)?")
CALL PAUSE(ANSWERS)
IF ANSWERS < "Y" THEN CALL PLOT.RESULTS(READINQ - 1)
ENO SUB 'ROUTINE R U N .P I .8IMWLATION
SUB RUN.PID.SIMULATION STATIC
• aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaRa.<.*aaaaAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasaaaaaaasasaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaas 
'• RawtI as RUN.PID.SIMULATION •
’* Tbit routln# tlaiplttsi proportIona I- lattfral-Oar I vatira ta«psr*tur* *




LET GRAPH.TITLES ■ "PROPORTIONAL-INTEGRAL-OCRI VAT IVC CONTROL SIMULATION"
cowputa tamptratur# for #ach roatfing
LIT ERRORS(O) = SIT . POINT - STEADY . STATE . TEMP
LIT TEMP s STEADY.STATE.TEMP
LET READING = 0
LET HEAT.CORRECT I ON = 0
LET QUIT s NO
WHILE (READING < TOTAL.READ INGS / 10)
LET READING = READ I NO ♦ 1
LET TIMIS(REAOINQ) * READING * TINI.BETWEEN.REAO INGS / 60 
LET TEMPS(READING) = STEADY.STATE.TEMP
CALL PLOT(READING)
WEND
WHILE (REAO I NO < TOTAL.READ INGS) AND (QUIT 2 NO)
LET READING 2 READING ♦ 1
LET TIME8(READ ING) 2 READING * T I ME .BETWEEN.READINGS / SO 
LET H E A T .RATE(READING) 2 FNNET .HEAT .RATE((HEAT .CORRECT I O N ), _
LAST.HEAT.RATE,(TEMP))
LET ERRORS(READING) « SET.POINT - TEMP
LET HEAT.CORRECT I ON 2 PNPROPORTIONAL.CONTROL(ERRORS(READ I N O )) ♦ _
PNINTEGRAL.CONTROL(RIABING) - _
PNOERI VAT IVE.CONTROL(ERRORS(READ ING - 1) - ERRORS<READ ING))
LET TEMP.CHANGE(0) « T I ME .BETWEEN.READ INGS * _
PNTEMP.DERI VAT IVECFNNET.HEAT.R A T K ( H E A T .CORRECT I O N ) ,LAST.H E A T .RATE,(TEMP))) 
LET TEMP.CHANGE(1) * TI M E .BETWEEN.READ INIS * _
FNTEMP .DERIVAT IVE(FNNET HEAT .RATE((HEAT .CORRECT I O N ),LAST.H E A T .RATI. _
(TEMP ♦ 5 * TEMP CWANGEt*))))
LET TEMP . CHANGE (2) 2 TIME. BETWEEN. REAP I NGS « _
PNTEMP.DERI VAT IVI(FNNET.HEAT.RATE((HEAT.CORRECT!GN)» LAST.NEAT RATE, w
(TEMP ♦ .6 * TEMP C N M M E C  U l ) )
LET TEMP.CHANGE(S ) 2 TIME .BETWEEN.READINGS 6 «
PNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(FNNET.HEAT.RATE((HEAT.CORRECT ION),LAST.H E A T .RATE, _
(TEMP ♦ TEMP . CHANGE C D )))
LET TEMP 2 TEMP ♦ (TEMP .CHANGE(0) ♦ 2 * (TEMP.CHANGE(1) ♦ _ 
T E M P C H A N G K 2 ) )  4 TEMP. CHANGE ( S ))/6
LET TEMP8(READING) 2 TEMP
CALL PLOT(READING)
CALL P t t K  QUERY*)
IP QUERY* 2 «X" THEN LET EDIT » YES
L I T  L A S T . H E A T . R A T I  = P N H E A T . L O S S . R A T ! ( S T E A D Y . S T A T E . T E M P )
CALL PRINT .TEXT(01 SPLAY. IM,D.D1 »D. OS,
n i l  f a
rnvociunffficnt;
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDI8PLAY.ID%,0.01.0.03,
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT RESULTS (Y/N)?">
CALL PAUSE(ANSWER!)
IF ANSWER! = "Y" THEN CALL PLOT.RESULTS(READ I NO - 1)
END SUB 'ROUTINE RUN . P I D . 8 IMULAT I ON
SUB SAVE.DATA.SET STATIC
I F  A N S W E R !  *  " Y "  TH E N  CAL L  D A T A . O U T P U T ( R E A D  I NO -  1 )
'* Routine SAVE.DATA.SET «
'* This routine eevet the current value* ot the globel parameter*. *
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.10%,0.01,0.80,"What I* the name ot the output file?")
LET DATA.FILE! = 8TRI NO!(12,32)
CALL INPUT TEXT( 12,0.01,0.T0.DATA.FILE!)
OPEN DATA. M i t t  FOR OUTPUT AS 01
WRITE At, VOLUME 'ml
WRITE 11, HEIOHT ' cm
WRIT! • 1. F L E M A H 'ml / ti»c
WRITE A1. d e w s i t y * Q/ml
WRITE •1, H E A T .CAPAClTY * e«I/g*C
M I T E • 1, HEAT . T R A M M E R  ■ COtFF 1 C 1 ENT * c•1/Citc*cmA2*C)
M I T E • 1. STEADY.MATE TEMP 'C
M I T E *1. INLET. t « M »c
M I T E *1. B U R R B M D iM  . TEMP •c
M I T E • 1, RCAfttM* H A . M I N U T E 'Rungc-Kuttc step
M I T E • 1, A M  D M A T  ION 'min
M I T E At. PRD. IMPULSE * c mI/••«
M l«$ At. PRC.STEP.CHANOE *cmi/ttc
M I T E St, PRC.RAMP
M I T E #1, PRC.B 1NOSOIDAL.CHANBt 'til
M I T E •1, BET.POINT *e
M ite it, MKNOAL.CONSTANT 'Ci*/itc
M ' T E •1, RAIN 'Re, m l /(••c*C)
M ite it, RESET.RATE • T * • 1/C




* T R , C
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL Ulif.TlJITtRIBELAY.10%,0.01,0.T8,"OATA SAVED IN FILE « ♦ BATA.FILES) 
ROB I * I TO BBSS<NEXT
C M  SDf 'ROUTINE SAVE.DATA.BET
BUB flMf/NIAfc MACTI0N STATIC
*  I n v 9 v ( i p i i v v •
CALI INITIALIZE.DISPLAY 
CALL INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.ARRAYS
LET GRAPH.TITLE! = “SINUSOIDAL REACTION CURVE” 
LET TYPE.RUN! = "PRC”
calculate heating rate required to maintain initial temperature 
LET HEAT.RATE(0) = FNHEAT.LOSS R\TECSTEADY.STATE TEMP)
compete temperature for each reading 
LET TEMP = STEADY.STATE.TEMP
LET READING = 0 
LET QUIT = NO
WHILE (READING < TOTAL.READ INGS / 10)
LET READING = READING ♦ 1
LET TIMESCREADINQ) = READING * TIME.BETWEEN.READ INGS / 60 
LET TEMPSC READ ING) * STEADY.STATE.TEMP




WHILE (READING < TOTAL.READ INGS) AND (QUIT = NO)
LET READING = READING + 1
LET TIMES(RIADINQ) * READING * TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS / 60 
LET H E A T .RATE(READ ING) = FNSINUSOIDAL.HEAT.RATE(TEMP,READ ING)
LET TEMP.CHANGE(0) a TIME.BETWEEN.READ INGS * _
• M U M P  . DIR I VAT IVE(FNS INUSOI DAL . HEAT . RATE( TEMP ,READING))
LEV * TIME. BETWEEN. READ I NOB * _
PIIRMP MflMV AT I VE ( _
PMQttWtAtMAL.M€AT . RATE( TEMP ♦ .5 * TEMP . CHANQEC 0 ) .READING)>
LET TENQ.QMANGGCI) * T tMB . BETWEEN. READ INQ8 • _  
Pitlltf.OEBIVATIYIC .
f'NI INWAOllAL .HEAT . RATSC TEMP ♦ .8 * TEMP.CHANQEC1).READINQ))
LIT TI»t.«HANMC9) • TIME. BETWEEN. READ I NQt > _
PMjSuilOlEAL.HEArNATECTEMP * TEMP. CHANQEC 2) .READ I NO))
LET TRUE ■ TEMP ♦ CTEMP•CHANGEC0> ♦ S * CTEMP.CHANQEC t > ♦ _ 
TEMPCHANIIcI)) ♦ TEMP.CHANQEC3)>/•
LIT TEMPI(DEANIM» * TEEM 
CALL PLOTCRI3EINQ)
M M .  M M i e W W t
I i
m m
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.1 ON,0.01.0 03.
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAVE RESULTS (Y/N
CALL PAUSE(ANSWERS)
IF ANSWER! = "Y" THEN CALL DATA.OUTPUT (READING - n
CALp. PRI NT.TEXT (D 1 SPLAY.1DN,0.01,0 03 , 
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT RESULTS CY/N
CALL PAUSE(ANSWER!)
IF ANSWER! - "Y" THEN CALL PLOT.RI8ULTS(READ I NO - 1)
END SUB 'ROUTINE SINUSOIDAL.REACT I ON
SUB STEP.CHANGE REACTION STATIC
'« Rout In* STEP.CHANGE.REACT ION a
** This routine generates • process reaction curve for | given itep *
'« ehang* 1 0 that th* correct control ysriabltt may b* lalarminod. *•a*a«aa**aaaaaa*aaa*«aa*aaaaa*aa**aaaaaaa**aa*aaaaaaaa*a*a*aaaaaa**aa*aaaaaa*aa
CALL INITIAL!?E.01 SPLAY 
CALL INITIALIZE.GLOBAL.ARRAYS
LET GRAPH.TITLE! = "STEP CHANGE REACTION CURVE"
LET TYPE.RUN! = "PRC"
calculat* heating rat* r*quir*d to maintain initial tamparatur* 
LET HEAT.RATE(O) * FNHEAT.LOSS.RATE(STEADY.STATE.TEMP) 
comput* t*mp*ratur* (or *aeh reading 
LET TEMP * 8TEADY.STATE.TEMP 
LET REAOING * 0 
LET QUIT a NO
WHILE (READING < TOTAL.READ 1NG8 / 10)
LEI READING * READING * t
LET rMHlRtNEAOINO) * READING • TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS / SO 
LET T«NP*(REAOING) * STEADY.STATE.TEMP
LET HEAT.RATECRGAOtNQ) » EMMET.HEAT.RATB((HEAT.CORRECTION). _
LAST.HEAT.RATE,(STEAOV.STATE.TEMP))
GALL PLOTmiAG'HW )
WHILE (RGAOING < TRTAL.*«AOiN«G) AMO (QUIT • NO)
LET TEMP.CHANGE(0) = TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS * _
FNTEMP.DERIV A TIVECFNSTEK CHANGE.HEAT.RATECTEMP))
LET TEMP .CHANGE(1) = TIME.BETWEEN.READ INGS * _
FNTEMP.OEPIVATIVECFNSTEP.CHANGE.HEAT.RATE(TEMP ♦ .5 * TEMP.CHANGEt$>II
LET TEMP.CHANGE C 2) * TIME.BE TWEEN.READ INGS * _
FNTEMP.OER*VAT IVECFNSTEP.CHANGE.HEAT.RATE(TEMP ♦ .5 * TEMP.CHANGECU11
LET TEMP.CHANGE C 3) = TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS * _
FNTEMP.DERI VAT IVE(FNSTEP.CHANGE.HEAT.RATECTEMP ♦ TEMP.CHANGE(2)))
;
LET TEMP = TEMP ♦ (TEMP.CHANGE(0) ♦ 2 * (TEMP CHANGE(1) ♦ _ i
TEMP.CHANGE(2)) * TEMP.CHANGE(3)>/8 i
IET TEMPS(READING) * TEMP
CALL PLOT(READING) I
CALL POLL(QUERY?) j
IF QUERY! * “X” THEN LET QUIT = YES ]
WENO
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DI8PLAY.ID*,0.01,0.03. _
“WOULD YOU LIKE TO SAVE RESULTS (Y/N)?"> 1
CALL PAUSE(ANSWERS) a
1
IF AN8WERI = "Y" THEN CALL DATA.OUTPUT(READ I NO - 1)
CALL PRINT.TEXT(OISPLAY.ID*.0.01,0.S3, _
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT RESULTS (Y/N)?“)
CALL PAUSE(ANSWERS)
IF ANSWERS * "Y" THEN CALL PLOT.RESULTS(READ I NO - 1)
END SUB ‘ROUTINE STEP.CHANGE.REACT ION
BUS SET.DISPLAY.COLOR(CURVE) STATIC
•saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasaaaaaaaaasaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaMfcaaaaiRMaaAaR
>a ROUTINE SET.DISPLAY.COLOR »
** TSIi routine M t a  tha color of tfii lino to So araphoS. *
• a R
'• Loeol VorloSloo •
•a CURVE Inoioolot which feature of the sreph io aloof to la tjawa. *
•8aaAAaBaaaaaaaaaAsasaaiaiaaaBaaaassasaaaasaaeiaaiaaahAaaaaaaaAMiRRns«isS**aRi
CALL VILCOLtDIlPLAV.iDN.COLORSN(CURVE).STATUS*)
IF STATUS* < 0 THIN _
CALL VOEMC STATUS!) > .
M INT "Error 000*00 tore* In VSLCOL. STATUS* « "iSTATUS! • «.
•TOP
«*» ’(HIWTIOI M T . O t l H A Y . m O l
m  t u r n  . j
'ft tnt Qivtn curvt.
#* * 
•* Local Variables a
•* NEW.MIN The now value for the minimum of the curvt. *
'* NEW.MAX Tht near value for the maximum of the curvt. «:
'* CURVE Th* curvt associated with the above variablta. a
• n i t t t t i i i t t t i i i t t t t i t t t i l i t t i i « t i < « * i t t * t * i * f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * « . A A A A ^^ :
IF NEW.MAX < NEW.MIN THEN LET DUMMV = NEW.MAX : LET NEW.MAX * NEW.MIN : 
LET NEW MIN * OUMMY
IF CURVE = HEAT.CURVE THEN _
IF NEW.MAX < = ABS(NEW.MIN) THEN _
LET NEW.MAX * ABS(NEW.MIN) _
ELSE _
LET NEW.MIN = -AB81NEW.MAX)
LIT MAX(CURVE) = NEW.MAX ♦ 0.10 * (NEW.MAX - NEW.MIN)
LET MlN(CURVE) = NEW.MIN - 0.10 « (NEW.MAX - NEW.MIN)
LET Y.FACTOR(CURVE) = (YMAX* - YMIN*) / (1.10 • (MAX(CURVE) - MIN(CURVE))) 
END SUB 'ROUTINE BET.Y.FACTOR
SUB SIMULATION STATIC
'« ROUTINE SIMULATION * 
•a Tht* routine call* the routine* which simulate tht performance of a • 
'* CSTR under different control ctratcglcc. * 
•aanaanaaaaaaa*aaaaaanaaaaaaanaaaaAaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaa».aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aa
LIT CHOICES * "" 

















.10..10,»P) Return to Mat* Maau")
CALL PAUSE(CHOICE#)
• "A" THIN BALL VIIW CHANOI.PARAMETERS _
NALL RyN-M.SIMULATION . 
CALL SUN. P . SIMML AT I ON _ 
CALL ujl.PI. SIMULATION . 
CALL til.Pit.SIMULATION
* i m n wplie ¥ 11m i 1a
WIND
M »  III ‘m t w *  HMW.ATION
m  m - a m - m m - t m r n m  « * > »
b b  I WI1V I V b  V
WHILE CHOICE! o  "F“
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DI SPLAY.IDM,0.10,0.90,"VIEW/CHANGE CONTROL PARAMETERS") 
CALL PR I NT.TEXT(DI SPLAY.I DM,0.10,0.SO,“Option a:")







"A) SET POINT * " ♦ 8 T R K 3 E T  .POINT) ♦ " C" )
PR I NT.TEXT(DISPLAY.I DM,0.10,0.60, _
"6) MANUAL CON8TANT * " ♦ STRS(MANUAL.CONSTANT> ♦ " eal/aac")
PR I NT.TEXT(DISPLAY.I DM,0.10,0.60, _
"C> TAIN » " ♦ STRS(GAIN) ♦ " ml/(aac*C)">
PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.I DM,0.10,0.40, _
HD) R.'SET RATE : " ♦ 8TRS(RESET.RATE) ♦ " 1/C")
PR I NT.TEXT(01 SPLAY.I DM,0.10,0.30, _
"E> DERIVATIVE CONSTANT * » ♦ STRKDERI VAT IVE. CONSTANT) + " C") 
PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.I DM,0.10,0.20, _
HP) Raturn to Vlaw/Changa Main Manu")
PAUSE (CHOI C E O
IF CHOICES * "A" THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETER("SET POINT".SET.POINT) _ 
ELSE IF CHOICES « "B" THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETER("MANUAL CONSTANT"._
MANUAL.CONSTANT) _
ELSE IF CHOICES > "C" THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETER!"GAIN".GAIN) _
ELSE IF CHOICES * "D" THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETER("RESET RATE".RESET.RATE) «
ELSE "E" THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETER("DERIVATIVE CONSTANT", _
DERIVATIVE.CONSTANT)
WEND
END SUE 'ROUTINE VIEW.CHANGE.CONTROL.PARAMETERS
SUE VIEW.CHANGE.DATA.PARAMETERS STATIC
•aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
'« Root las VIEW.CHANGE.DATA.PARAMETERS *
'■ This roollna anablaa tha uaar to vlaw and ehanga tha data collaetion *
•a par ana tar a at tha taadai. *.
•aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
LET CHOICES « "" 
EMILE OHOICES o  «C"
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.IDM,0.01,0.SO, _
"VIEW/CHANGE DATA COLLECTION PARAMETERS")
CALL PR INT.TEXTCDI SPLAY.I D M , 0 .06,0.SO, _
"Optlaasi")
CALL PAINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.ION,0.SS<0.TO, _
*A) READINGS PER MINUTE > " ♦ STRS(READINQS.PER.MINUTE)) 
OALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.IOM,0.01,0.SO, _
"•) RUN DURATION » ■ ♦ STRStRUN.DURATION) ♦ " *la")
OALL PRINT.TEXT(DISPLAY.ID»,0.0E,0.»0, .
" O  Ratorn to Vlaw/Cha*|a Mot* Moan")
OALL PAUSE(CHOICES)
LET TIME.BETWEEN.READINGS = $0 / READINGS.PER.MINUTE 





ENO SUB 'ROUTINE V IEW.CHANGE.DATA.PARAMETERS
SUB VIEW. CHANGE.PARAMETERS STATIC
• aeaaaaaaaaaaeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasaa
’« ROUTINE VIEW.CHANGE.PARAMETERS
This routine calls ths specific parameter change routine chosen by 






LET CHOICES * »"
WHILE CHOICES <> "J"
CALL CLEAR.DISPLAY
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDI8PLAV.10%,0.20,0.80,"VIEW/CHANQE PARAMETERS")
CALL PRINT.TEXT(01 SPLAY.I OH.0.20.0.84,"Options!")
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DI SPLAY.10%.0.20,0.78,"A) PHYSICAL PARAMETERS")
CALL PRINT.TBXTtDISPLAY.1088,0.20,0.72,"■) DATA COLLECTION PARAMETERS") 
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.10%.0.20,0.SS,"C) REACTION CURVE PARAMETERS") 
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.10%,0.20,0.SO,"0) CONTROL PARAMETERS")
CALL PRINT.TIXTtOlAPLAY.ID*,0.20,0.84,"I) Create Servo Data Set")
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.ISM,0.20,0.48,«P) Create Regulator Data Set") 
CALL PRINT.TEXTtOI SPLAY.IDR,0.20,0.42,"G) Load Data Set")
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.ID1S.0.20,0.IS."H) Save Data Set")
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.ION.0.20,0.10,"«) Reset All Parameters")
CALL PRINT.TEXTtDISPLAY.ION,0.20,0.24,"J) Return to Previous Level")
CALL PAUSE!CHOICE8)
IP CHOICES * "A" THEN CALL VIEW.CHANGE.PMVSI CAL.PAGANSTENS _
E L M  IP CHOICES • "•" THEN CALL VIEW.OHANM.SATA.PARAMETERS _
ELIS IP CHOICES > «C* THEN CALL VIEW.CHANGE.PRC.PARAMETERS _
E LM IP CHOICES * "0" THEN CALL VIEW.CHANGE.CONTROL.PARAMETERS _
ELSE IP CHOI OSS ■ *E" THIN CALL CREATE.SERVO.DATA.SIT .
ELSE IP OHOIOKS • "P" THIN CALL ORIATS.REGULATOR.DATA.SET _
E LM IP CHOICES • "0" THIN CALL LOAD.DATA.SET _
ELM IP CHOICES « *M" THEN CALL SAVE.DATA.SET .
E LM IP CHOICES ■ "I" THEN CALL INITIALIZI.GLOBAL.PARAMETERS
WENO
END SUS 'ROUTINE VIEW.CHANGE.PARAMTENS
SIM VIEW.CHANM.PHYSICAL.PARAMETERS STATIC
CALL PRINT.TEXTC0I8PLAY.ID*,0.10,0.90,"VIEW/CHANGE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS") 
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.10*.0.10,0.84,"Option*:")
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.I 0%,0.10,0.78, _
"A) VOLUME * " ♦ STRSCVOLUME) ♦ " ml")
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.ID*,0.10,0.12, _
HB) HEIGHT * " ♦ STRSCHEIGHT) + « cm")
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.IDM.O.10,0.66, _
"C) FLOW RATE * " ♦ STRf(FLOWRATE) ♦ • ml/tac")
CALL PR I N T .TEXT(01 SPLAY.10*,0.10,0.80, _
"D> DENSITY « " ♦ 8TR8(DEN8ITY) ♦ " g/ml") i
CALL PRINT.TEXT(DI8PLAY.ID*,0.10,0.S4, _  ]
"E) HEAT CAPACITY * M ♦ 8TR8CHEAT CAPACITY) ♦ '• cal/(g«C)")
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.ID*,0.10,0.48, _
"F) HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT * " ♦ _ !
8TR8CHEAT.TRANSFER.COEFFICIENT))
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.ID*,0.60,0.48,"cat/(ttc*cmA 2 )11 >
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.1044,0.10,0.38, _ j
HQ) 8TEA0V STATE TEMPERATURE ■ " ♦ 8TRIC8TEA0Y.STATE.TEMP) ♦ " C»i 
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.I DM,0.10,0.30, _
"H) INLET TEMPERATURE « " ♦ 8TR6CINLET.TEMP) ♦ " C")
CALL PRINT.TEXTCDISPLAY.ID*,0.10,0.84, _
"I) SURROUND INO TEMPERATURE * " ♦ S TR8(SURROUND I NO.TEMP) ♦ " 0") J 
CALL PRINT. TEXTCDISPLAY. Ii)*,0.10,0.16, _
"J) Raturn to Vltw/Changa Main Mtnu")
CALL PAU8ECCHOICE9)
IF CHOICES * "A" THEN CALL CHANQE.PARAMETERC"VOLUME".VOLUME) _
ELSE IF CHOICES » "B“ THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"HE IOHT",HE IOHT) _
ELSE IF CHOICES » "C" THEN CALL CHANQE.PARAMETERC"FLOW RATE".FLOWRATE) _
ELSE IF CHOICES * "D" THEN CALL CHANGE.FARAMBTERC"DENSITY".OENSITV) _
ELSE IF CHOICES * "E" THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC"HEAT CAPACITY” , .
HEAT.CAPACITY) _
ELSE IF CHOICES ■ "F* THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETER .
("HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT",HEAT.TRANSFER.COEFFICIENT) _
ELSE IF CHOICES « »Q« THEN CALL _
CHANGE.PARAMETER("STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE".STEADY.STATE.TEW) _
ELSE IF CHOICES « "H" THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERC" INLET TEMPERATURE", _
INLET.TEMP) _
ELSE IF CHOICES > "I" THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETER _
("SURROUNDING TEMPERATURE".SURROUNDING.TEMP) _
LET RADIUS * SQRCVOLUME/(FI•HEIGHT))
LET AREA • 8*PI*RA0 IU8 *HBIGHT
ENO SUB 'ROUTINE VIEW.CHANGE.PHYSICAL.PARAMETERS
•a Rout lilt V 11W. CHANGE. PRC. PARAMETERS • 
•a Ttiii routlna aaaSlat tha iiaar ta vlaw aaS ehangt tha proeatt raaatlaa * 
'« aarva saramatari af (ha laaSai. A 
• aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaMM
DISPLAV
. . . , j
CALL PRINT.TIXTCDIBPLAY.ID%,0.08.0.SO, _  f
-A) PRC IMPULSE * H * BTRStPRC. IMPUL8E) ♦ " cel/eec")
CALL PRINT.TEXTtOISPLAY.10%,0.08,0.70, _
"8) PRC STEP CHANGE * “ ♦ STRMPRC.STEP.CHANGE) * " eel/eee") 
CALL PRINT.TEXTtOISPLAY.10%.0.08,0.00, _
"C> PRC RAMP * " ♦ 8TR8(PRC.RAMP) ♦ " eil/iie")
CALL PRINT.TEXTC0I8PLAY.10%,0.06,0.80, _
*0) PRC SINUSOIDAL CHANGE * " ♦ STRt(PRC.8INUSOIOAL.CHANGE) _
♦ " cel/eec")
CALL PRINT.TEXT(OI8PLAY.10%.0.08,0.40, _
ME) Return to Vlew/Clunge Main Menu")
CALL PAUSE(CHOICES)
IP CHOICE! * "A" THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETER("PRC IMPULSE", _
PRC.IMPULSE) _
ELSE IF CHOICES = "B” THEN CALI CHANGE.PARAMETERt"PRC STEP CHANQE", _  
PRC.STEP.CHANQE) _
£L8E IF CHOICES « «c** THEN CALL CHANGE.PARAMETERt"PRC RAMP". _ 
PRC.RAMP) _
ELSE IF CHOICES * HQM THEN CALL CHANQE.PARAMETERt _
"PRC SINUSOIDAL CHANGE",PRC.SINUSOIDAL.CHANGE)
WIND
ENO SUB ’ROUTINE VIEW.CHANGE.PRC.PARAMETERS
SUB VIEW.CHANGE.REACT I ON 8TATIC 
CALL CLEAR.01 SPLAY
CALL PRINT.TEXTtOISPLAY.10%,0.01,0.78, _
"Chemical Reaetlone not yet inetalleO")
POR I b i TO 8000 : NEXT 
CNO BUB ’ROUTINE VIEW.CHANQE.REACTION
Samp It tat of tavtd results.
PROPORTIONAL-INTEGRAL-DERIVATIVE CONTROL SIMULATION
8ET POINT s 90 C 
GAIN = 250 caI /sac * C
RESET RATE - .1 1/C
DERIVATIVE CON8TANT = . 1 C
INITIAL TEMP = 20.02927 C
INLET TEMP * 25 C
VOLUME * 1000ml
HEIGHT = 10 cm
PLOW RATE : 1.67 mt/sac
DENSITY s 1 fl/ml
HEAT CAPACITY 3 1 cal/g*C
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 3 8 cal/sac*cmA 2
SURROUNDING TEMP 3 20 C
TlMECmln) TEMP(C) HEAT RATECcal/
i .333334E-03 20.02927 0
1.039907E-02 20.02027 0
. 085 20.02027 0
3.393994E-02 20.02027 0
4 . 100557E-02 20.02027 0
.05 20.02027 0
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